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I.

INTRODUCTION

Citizen’s Development is pleased to submit this feasibility study for a real estate development
project located at 8320 - 8400 Baltimore Avenue in College Park, Maryland. The feasibility study
for this site is part of a larger real estate market and redevelopment study of a 10-block area along
Baltimore Avenue bounded by Lakeland Road to the south and Route 193 to the north.
Collectively, this area is known as the Midtown District. The Midtown redevelopment study was
commissioned by the College Park City – University Partnership (Partnership), a local non-profit
development corporation with the mission of promoting unity between the University of Maryland
and surrounding College Park, and advancement of the joint community through economic
development, commercial revitalization, real estate development, and quality housing initiatives.
The Partnership is striving to make College Park a Top 20 university community by 2020 through
the adoption of the University District Vision 2020. To achieve this goal, The District Vision
focuses on education, public safety, redevelopment, sustainability, and transportation. Within the
scope of the District Vision, the purpose of the Midtown redevelopment study is to identify shortterm opportunities for redevelopment that will promote growth according to the District Vision
initiatives.
Redevelopment of the Midtown District also exists under the purview of the Greater College Park
Initiative. The Greater College Park Initiative, also spearheaded by the City-University
Partnership, aims to create identifiable nodes throughout the City of College Park that foster the
relationship between the university and the surrounding community. These nodes will be founded
on the ideals of creating a vibrant downtown community, a public-private research hub, and
dynamic academic spaces. The Midtown District is one of several nodes that exist within the
Greater College Park Initiative including the Southern Gateway, Downtown College Park, the
Discovery District, and the Research Park. Figure I-1 shows the location of the Midtown District
Relative to the other nodes within the Greater College Park Initiative.
Figure I-1: Greater College Park Initiative
MIDTOWN
DISTRICT

Citizen’s Development is pleased to present this feasibility study of 8320 – 8400 Baltimore
Avenue as a spark to revitalizing the Midtown District, making College Park a Top 20 university
community by 2020, and creating a node of activity that supports the ideals of the Greater College
Park Initiative.
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II.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Location: College Park, Maryland
Programmatic Use
Residential
Office
Retail
Total

Gross Square Feet
113,400
132,300
63,750
309,450

Parking Garage Area
Car Spaces
Bicycle Spaces

84,435 SF, Single-story, below grade
204
75

Residential Unit Mix:
Unit
Size (SF) QTY
Studio
530
12
1 BR
660
30
2 BR
950
54
3 BR
1,100
12
Office Average Rent: $28.21 PSF
Retail Average Rent: $32.51 PSF
Sources
Investor Equity
Sponsor Equity
Land
Debt
Total Sources
Uses
Land
Due Diligence
Hard Costs
Soft Costs
Financing Fees
Developer’s Fee
Syndication Fees
Reserves
Total Uses

Amount
$22,294,974
$1,874,902
$2,007,723
$56,396,377
$82,573,976

% of Total
11%
28%
50%
11%

Amount
$2,007,723
$175,458
$59,068,091
$12,152,687
$4,073,649
$2,475,600
$286,860
$2,333,907
$82,573,976

Ed Cahan

$69,473,570
$24,465,000
$12,366,315

Rent PSF
$2.60
$2.45
$2.75
$2.70

Monthly Rent
$1,378
$1,617
$2,613
$2,970

% of Total
27.0%
2.3%
2.4%
68.3%
100.0%

Financial Returns Net Cash Flow
Investor
Sponsor
Pure Promote

Net Rentable Square Feet
90,720
105,840
51,000
247,560

Cost PSF
$6.49
$0.57
$190.88
$39.27
$13.16
$8.00
$0.93
$7.54
$266.84

% of Total
2.43%
0.21%
71.53%
14.72%
4.93%
3.00%
0.35%
2.83%
100.00%

IRR

Multiple

19.5%
30.4%
-

4.12
10.67
-

Ave.
Cash on Cash
9.4%
-
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1.

GENERAL CONTEXT

The General Context section of this report will describe the location, existing conditions, and
environmental characteristics of the project site, as well as the accessibility of the site considering
the surrounding transportation options. This section of the report will also describe the proximity
of the project site to surrounding neighborhood amenities and regional economic drivers. The
purpose of the General Context section is to understand how the project site relates to, and interacts
with its surrounding physical and natural environment.
SITE LOCATION
The project site is located at 8320 – 8400 Baltimore Avenue in the City of College Park, within
Prince George’s County, Maryland. The site is approximately 9 miles from Washington, D.C., 30
miles from Baltimore, Maryland, and 46 miles from Frederick, Maryland. Figure 1-1 shows the
location of the project site relative to major regional cities.
Figure 1-1: Regional Context

N

Project Site

The project site is located in the northeast portion of Prince George’s County approximately 9
miles from Laurel, Maryland, 9 miles from Bowie, Maryland, and 20 miles from Joint Base
Andrews. Figure 1-2 shows the location of the project site relative to large cities or municipalities
within Prince George’s County.
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Figure 1-2: County Context

N

Project Site

Within the City of College Park, the project site is centrally located and bridges the University of
Maryland to the west with the neighborhood communities of Lakeland and Berwyn to the east and
Downtown College Park to the south. Figure 1-3 shows the location of the project site relative to
neighborhood communities and institutions.
Figure 1-3: Neighborhood Context

N
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Lakeland
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LEGAL DESCRIPTION
The site consists of two parcels, both of which are officially owned by the State of Maryland and
controlled by the adjacent University of Maryland. The legal description of the parcels is Parcel
D and Parcel E in Grid D1 of Tax Map 33. The legal bounds of the site can be found on Plat
233074. There is no recorded block and lot number for either parcel. Figure 1-4 shows the
referenced plat with the associated bounds of each parcel. Table 1-1 shows the land area, existing
building area, and assessed value of each parcel.
Figure 1-4: Plat

8400 Baltimore Ave

8320 Baltimore Ave

Table 1-1: Tax Assessment Information
Tax Information
8320 Baltimore Avenue
Parcel
D
Land Area (Acres)
0.76
Land Area (SF)
32,951
Building Area (SF)
7,870
Land Value
$1,153,200
Improvement Value
$378,933
Total Assessed Value
$1,532,133

8400 Baltimore Avenue
E
2.19
95,576
47,262
$5,813,600
$2,753,600
$8,516,967

EXISTING CONDITIONS
The project site is bordered by the University View at 8204 Baltimore Avenue to the south,
Denny’s Restaurant at 8424 Baltimore Avenue to the north, the Paint Branch Creek to the west,
and Baltimore Avenue to the east. Both properties that compose the project site are currently
occupied by an existing building. An aerial view of the project site and its surrounding is shown
in Figure 1-5.
Ed Cahan
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Figure 1-5: Aerial View of Project Site

8400 Baltimore Ave.

N

8320 Baltimore Ave.

The property at 8320 Baltimore Avenue is occupied by a single-story, 7,870 SF building
constructed in 1947 that formerly served as a used car service garage operated by Koons
Automotive. The building is currently used by the engineering department at the University of
Maryland as laboratory space. The building occupies approximately 25% of the site while the
remainder of the site is occupied by surface parking for 60 vehicles. There are no major changes
in elevation on the property, however the surface of the property can be described as rolling due
to settlement, soil heaving, or poor compaction of the site prior to paving the surface parking. As
a result, standing water is prevalent throughout the property.
The property is bordered by the University View apartment building to the south where grade at
8320 Baltimore Avenue is approximately 24 inches lower than grade at the University View. The
property is bordered by 8400 Baltimore Avenue to the north and west where grade at 8320
Baltimore Avenue is approximately 24 inches higher than grade at 8400 Baltimore Avenue. The
property is bordered to the east by Baltimore Avenue. Photos of the existing conditions at 8320
Baltimore Avenue can be seen in Photos 1-1 through 1-3.
Photo 1-1: East Building Elevation at Baltimore Avenue

Ed Cahan
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Photo 1-2: Northwest Elevation

Photo 1-3: South Property Border

The property at 8400 Baltimore Avenue is occupied by a three-story, 47,262 SF office building
that is partially leased to the University of Maryland as office space for non-educational functions
and partially leased by private businesses. The building was constructed in 1970. The building
occupies approximately 15% of the site while the remainder of the site is occupied by surface
parking for 160 vehicles. Similar to the property at 8320, there are no major changes in elevation
on the property at 8400, however the surface of the property can be described as rolling due to
settlement, soil heaving, or poor compaction of the site prior to paving the surface parking. As a
result, standing water is prevalent throughout the property. The eastern portion of the surface
parking lot slopes in the east west-direction to a drainage channel. The drainage channel slopes
from the north portion of the site to the south portion of the site, where water pools against the
southwest property border at the University View and the Paint Branch Creek.
The property is bordered by 8320 Baltimore Avenue and the University View to the south. Grade
at 8400 Baltimore Avenue varies from approximately 8 to 24 inches lower than grade at 8320
Baltimore Avenue, and from approximately 8 to 36 inches lower than grade at the University View.
The maximum grade differential at both property borders occurs at the middle third of the overall
southern property border. The property is bordered by 8424 Baltimore Avenue to the north where
grade at 8400 Baltimore Avenue is approximately 8 inches lower than grade at 8424 Baltimore
Avenue. To the west, the property is bordered by the Paint Branch Creek. The Paint Branch Creek
is heavily wooded just beyond the western property border where land slopes down approximately
10 feet over a 30 foot length. The property is bordered by Baltimore Avenue to the east. Photos
of the existing conditions at 8400 Baltimore Avenue can be seen in Photos 1-4 to 1-6.
Photo 1-4: East Building Elevation at Baltimore Avenue
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Photo 1-5: West Elevation/Drainage Channel

Photo 1-6: South Property Border with 8320

ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS
The property at 8320 Baltimore Avenue may be considered a brownfield site requiring
environmental remediation due to its previous use as an automobile service garage. Both a Phase
1 and Phase 2 environmental study will be required to check for soil contaminants. Records do
not indicate how the property at 8400 Baltimore was used prior to construction of the office
building in 1970. However, given that the service garage was constructed in 1947, it is possible
that automobile service activities took place at 8400 Baltimore Avenue at some time prior to
1970. Therefore, a Phase 1 and Phase 2 environmental study should be completed at 8400
Baltimore Avenue to check for soil contaminants. Both 8320 and 8400 Baltimore Avenue can be
considered greyfield sites in that they are both underutilized real estate assets that are outdated.
The full economic value of property on these sites is not obtained from the existing
improvements. Neither site is considered a greenfield since both sites have been previously
developed.
The project site exists in the 100-year FEMA floodplain. The recorded plat indicates that Prince
George’s County Department of Environmental Resources has approved residential and
commercial development on the project site subject to the County’s review of stormwater
management procedures. The project site exists in the 100-year FEMA floodplain due to its
border with the Paint Branch Creek. The western boundary of the site abuts a wooded slope
forming the eastern bank of the creek. While the project site itself is not considered a wetland,
the banks of the Paint Branch Creek may be considered a wetland due to native plants, native
wildlife, soil conditions, year-round water table elevations, and hydrology. Development along
the western border of the site may be subject to regulation due to its proximity to this natural
environment.
SURROUNDING NEIGHBORHOOD
The project site is located at the interface of the University of Maryland and the surrounding
neighborhoods within the Midtown District of the City of College Park. Baltimore Avenue, the
major north-south thoroughfare through College Park, provides a distinct separation between the
university to the west and the residential neighborhoods to the east. West of Baltimore Avenue,
the neighborhood is populated by buildings that serve the University of Maryland. East of
Ed Cahan
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Baltimore Avenue, the neighborhood is populated by single-family detached residences on small,
individual lots. Neighborhood convenience centers, fast food restaurants, fast casual restaurants,
hotels and motels, gas stations, and mixed-use residential and commercial buildings line Baltimore
Avenue on either side. Figure 1-6 shows the neighborhood character at the University of Maryland
west of Baltimore Avenue. Figure 1-7 shows the neighborhood character at the residential
neighborhoods east of Baltimore Avenue.
Figure 1-6: Neighborhood Character West of Baltimore Avenue

Figure 1-7: Neighborhood Character East of Baltimore Avenue

The Midtown District and its surrounding neighborhoods are primarily auto-centric
neighborhoods. A car is required to access both the nearest grocery and drug store approximately
1.5 miles to the north and the restaurants, bars, and other entertainment options in Downtown
College Park approximately one mile to the south. Table 1-2 lists the neighborhood shopping
centers and entertainment options within a 5 minute drive from the project site.
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Table 1-2: Neighborhood Shopping Centers and Entertainment Options
Center
Grocery/Drug Entertainment
Restaurants
Major Tenants
Beltway
Giant
AMC Movie
Chipotle, Silver
Target, Starbucks,
Plaza Mall
Theater
Diner, Joe’s Crab
Burlington Coat
Shack, Popeye’s
Factory, Planet
Louisiana Kitchen
Fitness
College
Shoppers
None
Hard Times Cafe
Home Depot, Best
Park
Buy, Starbucks
Marketplace
Downtown
CVS
Milkboy
Cornerstone Grille &
Target Express,
College
Pub, Bentley’s Filling
Starbucks,
Park
Station, Nando’s Peri
Coldstone
Peri, Fat Pete’s BBQ,
Creamery
Five Guy’s, Blaze
Pizza
The public realm along Baltimore Avenue is also auto-centric. Sidewalks are not shielded by
parallel parking or planting strips to provide a comfortable pedestrian experience, and two lanes
of automobile traffic traverse Baltimore Avenue in both directions at speeds in excess of 30 MPH.
Despite the auto-centric characteristic of the neighborhood, students are commonly seen on the
sidewalks along Baltimore Avenue walking to and from class. Local residents accessing public
transportation at bus stops are also seen as pedestrians on the Baltimore Avenue sidewalks.
However, families, especially those with children that live in the neighborhoods east of Baltimore
Avenue are not frequently seen as pedestrians. Figure 1-8 shows the character of Baltimore
Avenue at the project site.
Figure 1-8: Baltimore Avenue at Project Site

The project site is conveniently located close to natural resources and amenities. The Paint Branch
Creek forms the western border of the project site, and the Paint Branch Trail is located on the
western bank of the Paint Branch Creek opposite of the project site. The Paint Branch Trail, part
of the Anacostia Tributary Trail System, provides hiking and biking opportunities that connect
with trail networks extending north to Frederick, Maryland and south to Washington, D.C. The
Paint Branch Trail also leads to Indian Creek Park and Lake Artemesia, both located approximately
one mile from the project site. Figure 1-9 shows the Paint Branch Trail at Lake Artemesia.
Ed Cahan
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Figure 1-9: Paint Branch Tail at Lake Artemesia

The project site is also conveniently located next to several civic institutions. The College Park
Community Center provides free access to a community lounge, dance room, fitness center, and
gymnasium with outdoor facilities such as soccer fields, basketball courts, tennis courts, and
playground equipment. Paint Branch elementary school is located next to the College Park
Community Center. Both institutions are located 1/2-mile from the project site. The College Park
Volunteer Fire Department and an Urgent Care medical facility are both located on the eastern
side of Baltimore Avenue approximately one-quarter mile south of the project site. Figure 1-10
Local Amenities shows local amenities within 1/4 and 1/2-mile radii from the project site.
Figure 1-X: Local Amenities
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SITE ACCESSABILITY
The project site is described as Somewhat Walkable with a Walk Score of 54. Most daily
errands must be accomplished with an automobile or by accessing public transportation since the
nearest grocery store and drug store are approximately 1.5 miles away. A Bike Score is not
available for this location. Baltimore Avenue does not currently have dedicated bike lanes in the
vicinity of the project site reducing the viability of biking to accomplish daily errands.
The project site is located on Baltimore Avenue, also known as US-1, the major north-south
arterial through College Park. US-1 connects directly with Baltimore to the north while passing
through the populous Maryland suburbs of Beltsville, Laurel, and Jessup along the way. US-1
also connects directly with Washington, D.C. to the south while passing through the populous
neighborhoods of Hyattsville in Maryland, and Brentwood and Bloomingdale in Washington,
D.C. along the way. The project site is located 3/4 of a mile south of Rt-193 and 2.5 miles north
of Rt-410. Both Rt-193 and Rt-410 are major east-west arterials through College Park and
Prince George’s County providing access to populous nearby suburbs such as Greenbelt and
Bowie to the east, and Langley and Takoma Park to the west.
The project site is also located in close proximity to the regional and national road network.
Interstate I-495, also known as the Capital Beltway, is located 4 miles north providing easy
access to the suburbs surrounding Washington, D.C. such as Silver Spring, Bethesda, Tysons,
Arlington, and Alexandria. Interstate I-495 provides connections to additional interstate
highways such as Interstate I-95, Interstate I-270, and Interstate I-66. Particularly, I-95 North is
located 6 miles northeast of the project site providing access to regional cities such as Baltimore,
Philadelphia, and New York City. Interstate I-270 provides access to Frederick, Maryland and
other regional cities to the northwest. Interstate I-66 provides access to Chantilly, Virginia and
other regional cities to the west. Refer to Figure 1-1 for the location of the project site relative to
the regional road network.
Public transportation is provided in the vicinity of the project site at Metro stations and MARC
stations. Metro stations provide access to Washington, D.C. while MARC stations provide
access to regional Maryland suburbs. The College Park Metro Station, located 1.5 miles from
the project site, provides direct access to the green and yellow Metro lines. The Metro yellow
line provides access to Ronald Reagan Washington National Airport, while a change from the
yellow line to the red line provides access to Amtrak regional rail at D.C.’s Union Station. The
MARC Penn Line, accessible at the New Carrollton MARC station located 6 miles from the
project site, provides access to BWI Airport and Amtrak regional rail at Baltimore’s Penn
Station. Various bus routes are accessible within a 1/2-mile from the project site providing
access to local amenities. Figure 1-11 shows the location of Metro and MARC stations in the
vicinity of the project site.

Ed Cahan
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Figure 1-11: Metro and MARC Stations

Project Site

The Metro is currently in the planning and funding stage of adding a light rail line known as the
Purple Line connecting points between Bethesda and New Carrollton. The Purple Line will stop
at the College Park Metro station providing connection with the Metro’s Green and Yellow lines
and the MARC Camden Line. A Purple Line stop at the New Carrollton Station will provide easier
connection to the MARC Penn Line simplifying transit to BWI Airport and Baltimore’s Penn
Station. Purple Line stops at East Campus, Center Campus, and West Campus will also make
public transportation through the University of Maryland more accessible. Figure 1-12 shows
future Purple Line stops in the vicinity of the project site.
Figure 1-12: Future Purple Line Stops

Project Site
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2.

MARKET ANALYSIS

Market Analysis is intended to identify the demographics and socio-economic characteristics of
the community and neighborhoods surrounding the project site. Once the demographics and socioeconomic characteristics have been identified, the purpose and function of the real estate
development project will come into focus. The users of the project can be identified, as well as
the characteristics of the project that will attract those users.
MARKET AREA
The project site is located in the City of College Park, Maryland. Natural and man-made barriers
define the area from which the project is likely to draw its users. That area can be defined as the
land area bordered by Interstate 495 to the north, a public utility right of way and Adelphi Road to
the west, Route 410 to the south, and Route 201 and Greenbelt Park to the east. The community
and neighborhood uses of the project indicate that project will initially draw users from inside this
geographic area. The addition of Purple Line stops inside the market area may add additional users
from outside of the market area in the future.
The market area includes the City of College Park and its neighborhoods of Acredale, Berwyn,
Calvert Hills, Hollywood, Lakeland, and Old Town. Towns adjacent to College Park including
Berwyn Heights, University Park, and a portion of West Riverdale are also included in the market
area. The market area is shown in Figure 2-1.
Figure 2-1: Market Area
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DEMOGRAPHICS
The City of College Park is defined by the University of Maryland and the established
neighborhoods surrounding the university. As a result, the demographic profile of the city’s
31,491 residents is skewed to match the profiles of undergraduate students, graduate students, and
young adults with 70.6% of the population between the ages of 15 and 34, and a median age of
22.5 years. The neighboring towns of University Park and Berwyn Heights surround College Park
with children and middle-aged residents. University Park is comprised of 2,624 residents of which
23.1% of the population is younger than 18 and 53.8% is between the ages of 25 and 64. The
median age in University Park is 45.7 years. Berwyn Heights is comprised of 3,223 residents of
which 21.7% of the population is younger than 18 and 55.4% is between the ages of 25 and 64.
The median age in Berwyn Heights is 35.3 years. Age distribution of the market area’s 37,338
residents is shown in Chart 2-1.
Chart 2-1: Age Distribution

Age Distribution, 2015
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The market area consists of 8,664 households, of which 6,753 are in College Park, 994 are in
University Park, and 917 are in Berwyn Heights. The average number of people per household is
2.93. In College Park, 30.6% of households consist of married couples, while in University Park
and Berwyn Heights, the percentage of married households rises to 62.8% and 50.1%, respectively.
The percentage of households with children rises from 18.4% in College Park to 35.1% in
University Park and 34.3% in Berwyn Heights. Similarly, the percentage of owner occupied units
rises from 38.3% in College Park to 87.7% in University Park and 83.9% in Berwyn Heights. This
data, along with the demographic age data, suggests that most households in College Park consist
of college-aged roommates who rent their home while most households in University Park
and Berwyn Heights consist of married families, many with children, who own their home.
The distribution of married households and owner-occupied units is shown in Chart 2-2.
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Chart 2-2: Household Composition

Household Composition, 2015
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INCOME
College Park households have a median household income of $57,824, with 45.2% earning
between $50,000 and $150,000. A sizeable portion of households, 16.2%, earns less than $10,000.
In University Park and Berwyn Heights, median household income is considerably higher at
$135,000 and $94,934, respectively. Similarly, the majority of households in University Park and
Berwyn Heights earn a higher income with 66.2% of households in University Park earning
between $100,000 and $200,000 or more, and 51.7% of households in Berwyn Heights earning
between $75,000 and $199,999. Only 2.8% of households in University Park and 1.6% of
households in Berwyn Heights earn less than $10,000. The median household income in the State
of Maryland is $74,551, which is higher than that of College Park, but lower than that of University
Park and Berwyn Heights.
Income data for College Park must recognize that a large portion of the city’s population consists
students at the University of Maryland. Many students may have alternate sources of income in
addition to the income reported from traditional jobs. High asking rent and low vacancy at student
housing residential buildings shown in the Student Housing Competitive Analysis section of this
report indicate that a student’s parents may provide, or contribute to, the means for students to
afford high living standards.
Income data suggests that permanent residents in College Park may not have a large amount
of disposable income while students at the university may have alternate sources of income
that allow for some disposable income. Residents in University Park and Berwyn Heights
may have some amount of disposable income. This data also suggests that students in College
Park, and residents in University Park and Berwyn Heights may have some income available
for specialty products while permanent residents in College Park may focus their spending
on commodity products. The distribution of income is shown in Chart 2-3.
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Chart 2-3: Income Distribution
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EMPLOYMENT
The civilian labor force in the market area consists of 18,389 eligible workers, 15,071 of which
reside in College Park, 1,418 of which reside in University Park, and 1,900 of which reside in
Berwyn Heights. Considering the 18,389 eligible workers, 16,939 are employed and 1,450 are
unemployed, yielding an unemployment rate of 7.9%. This is slightly higher than the 7.4% labor
force unemployment rate in the State of Maryland. Considering the entire population greater than
16 years of age in the market area, including those who are not in the labor force, 1,450 of 34,113
residents are unemployed resulting in an unemployment rate of 4.3%. This is lower than the 5.0%
unemployment rate for the population that is greater than 16 years of age in the State of Maryland.
Within the market area civilian labor force, 58.1% of employees work in the private sector, 37.4%
of employees work for the government, and 3.9% are self-employed. Comparatively, 72.8% of
Maryland workers are employed in the private sector, 22.3% are employed by the government,
and 4.8% are self-employed. Armed services members compose less than 1% of the total labor
force in both the market area and the state.
The largest percentage of employment in any one industry is in the educational services industry
with 15.5% of employees in College Park, 25.4% of employees in University Park, and 10.7% of
employees in Berwyn Heights working in this industry. The educational services industry is part
of the larger management, business, science, and arts occupation category. This occupation
category, composed of jobs traditionally known as white collar, includes 47.1% of workers in
College Park, 81.3% of workers in University Park, and 41.6% of workers in Berwyn Heights.
Traditional blue collar jobs including food service, production, personal care, cleaning and
maintenance, construction and repair, and law enforcement compose 28.5% of workers in College
Park, 10.0% of workers in University Park, and 34.8% of workers in Berwyn Heights.
Administrative and sales jobs account for 22.6% of job in College Park, 8.4% of jobs in University
Park, and 20.2% of jobs in Berwyn Heights. Job distribution per job category is shown in Chart
2-4.
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Chart 2-4: Job Distribution
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Source: American Community Surveys, U.S. Census
The ten largest employers by number of employees in the City of College Park is shown in Table
2-1. This data is not available for University Park and Berwyn Heights.
Table 2-1: Largest Employers
Employer
1. University of Maryland
2. University of Maryland
University College
3. National Oceanic &
Atmospheric Administration
4. Food & Drug Administration
5. National Archives II
6. American Center for Physics
7. Ikea
8. College Park Hyundai
9. The Home Depot
10. Holiday Inn – College Park
Source: collegeparkmd.gov

Number of Employees
15,720
2,000
825
800
689
500
450
180
180
157

This data suggests that the University of Maryland is the largest driver of employment in the
market area. Additionally, a large number workers in the market area are employed in
science and research positions, and white collar jobs outnumber blue collar jobs.
SOCIO-ECONOMIC CONTEXT
Esri, a data-mapping and data-collection provider, has developed a method for grouping segments
of the population into categories known as tapestries based on each segment’s lifestyle choices.
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Each tapestry contains a segment of the population with commonalities in demographics,
educational attainment, and economic standing, among other categories. Grouping the population
into tapestries helps to identify trends in spending habits, housing choices, leisure activity, and
many other lifestyle choices. In College Park, the top five tapestries accounting for 70.2% of the
population are City Lights at 19.4%, Dorms to Diplomas at 17.6%, College Towns at 13.6%,
Pleasantville at 10.9% and Emerald City at 8.7%. A brief profile of these tapestries is provided in
Table 2-2.
Table 2-2: Tapestry Segmentation
Tapestry/
City Lights
Category
% Population
19.4
Median Age
Median HH
Income ($)
Home
Ownership
Housing Type
Lifestyle
Spending
Habits
Top Spending
Area Indices1

Dorms to
Diplomas
17.6

College
Towns
13.6

Pleasantville

Emerald City

10.9

8.7

38.8
60,000

21.5
17,000

24.3
28,000

41.9
85,000

36.6
52,000

52.5%

7.9%

25.5%

83.6%

49.6%

Multifamily,
older single
family
Healthconscious
Price-conscious

Multifamily

Multifamily

Single family

Socially active

Socially active

Entertainment
oriented
Education: 91
Food: 50
Transport: 46

Interaction
oriented
Education: 89
Food: 67
Transport: 65

Healthconscious
Conservative

Multifamily,
older single
family
Trendy

Education:130
Housing:117
Recreation:112

Balanced

Education: 165 Education:105
Pension: 150 Recreation:100
Recreation:148
Food: 99

Source: ESRI; collegeparkmd.gov
1 – Spending Index of 100 indicates spending equal to the national average. An index above 100
indicates above average spending. An index below 100 indicates below average spending.
Although tapestry segmentation is not available for University Park and Berwyn Heights,
demographics and economic statistics previously presented indicate that University Park is likely
to align with the Pleasantville tapestry and Berwyn Heights is likely to align with the City Lights
tapestry. This data indicates that the market area population values education, and healthconscious, socially-oriented activities.
GROWTH TRENDS
Growth projections for College Park are shown in Table 2-3. According to the data available,
College Park is projected to see minor growth in population, households, and renter-occupied
units, and sizeable growth in median household income between now and 2021. Changes to
median age and owner-occupied units is negligible over this same time span. This data was not
available for University Park and Berwyn Heights.
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Table 2-3: College Park Growth Trends
2010
2016
2021
Census
Estimate
Projection
Population
30,416
31,491
32,041
Median
22.4
22.5
22.6
Age
Households
6,757
6,822
6,963
Owner: 37.6% Owner: 38.3% Owner: 38.1%
Tenure
Renter: 44.7% Renter: 43.8% Renter: 44.4%
Median
$57,824
$59,314
$62,195
HH Income
Source: ESRI; collegeparkmd.gov

% Growth
2010 - 2016
3.5%

% Growth
2016 - 2021
1.7%

0.4%

0.4%

1.0%
1.9%
-2.1%
2.6%

2.1%
-0.6%
1.4%
4.9%

The data in Table 2-3 may not adequately reflect growth that could occur as a result of the
University District Vision 2020, a planning effort to make College Park a Top 20 university
community by 2020. Additional growth could also occur as a result of development at the
Innovation District and M Square Research Park. Combined, this area is known as the Discovery
District. The Discovery District aims to retain start-up companies originating at the University of
Maryland by providing a hub of tech office, research, and development space, while M Square
Research Park aims to bring additional research and office space to College Park through business
development incentives. As a result, growth in College Park could outpace ESRI projections
as nearby development aims to support the Discovery District.
COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS – STUDENT HOUSING
Competitive analysis considers the properties that the project is expected to compete with for users.
When considering housing options, students can choose between Class A, Class B, or Class C
properties depending on their price range, living style, and required amenities. Class A properties
consist of new construction with state-of-the-art amenities including fitness centers, recreation
centers, and study lounges at the highest market rent. Class B properties consist of recently
constructed, or recently renovated properties with similar amenities to Class A properties, although
the amenities may be smaller, of lesser quality, or older technology. The reduction in quality
generally relates to a reduction in the market rent when compared to Class A properties. Class C
properties consist of older properties without amenities and are available for the lowest market
rent. Table 2-4 through Table 2-6 list Class A, Class B, and Class C properties that the project is
expected to compete against. Although the project will be Class A construction and will most
likely compete against Class A properties only, students still have the option to choose lower class
properties, and the qualities of those properties should be understood.
Table 2-4: Class A Student Housing Properties
Metric/Property
Varsity
Landmark
Total Units
258
267
Unit Mix
1BR – 6%
1BR – 34%
2BR – 5%
2BR – 16%
3BR – 27%
3BR – 0%
4BR – 62%
4BR – 50%
Ave Unit SF
1,285
960
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View
720
1BR – 3%
2BR – 9%
3BR – 0%
4BR – 88%
1,358
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Terrapin Row
436
1BR – 46%
2BR – 23%
3BR – 23%
4BR – 8%
972
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Metric/Property
Ave. Asking
Rent
Ave.
Concessions
Vacancy
Fitness Center
Swimming Pool
Rec Center
Study Lounges
Fully Furnished
In-apt laundry
Utilities
Included
Source: CoStar

Varsity
$2,753
$2.16/SF
1.1%

Landmark
$2,230
$2.32/SF
3.3%

View
$3,454
$2.54/SF
0.3%

Terrapin Row
$2,241
$2.27/SF
1.1%

2.3%
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
All but electric

7.5%
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
All but electric

0.0%
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Utility Credit

3.6%
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

This data shows that to compete with Class A student housing properties, the project must
include all state-of-the-art amenities with a utility credit and in-apartment laundry facilities.
Additionally, the project should find a way to differentiate itself from competing Class A
properties through brand management and social media interaction, and provide the latest
technologies and housing trends.
Table 2-5: Class B Student Housing Properties
Metric/Property
Mazza
Domain at
Grandmarc
College Park
Total Units
232
256
Unit Mix
1BR – 9%
1BR – 76%
2BR – 46%
2BR – 24%
3BR – 10%
3BR – 0%
4BR – 35%
4BR – 0%
Ave. Unit SF
419
909
Ave. Asking
$1,019
$1,999
Rent
$2.43/SF
$2.20/SF
Ave.Concessions
0.0%
2.0%
Vacancy
11.3%
1.9%
Fitness Center
Yes
Yes
Swimming Pool
Yes
Yes
Rec Center
No
Yes
Study Lounges
Yes
Yes
Fully Furnished
Yes
No
In-apt laundry
Yes
Yes
Utilities
Utility Credit
No
Included
Source: CoStar
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Graduate Hills
Graduate Gardens
476
1BR – 41%
2BR – 59%
3BR – 0%
4BR – 0%
830
$1,552
$1.87/SF
0.4%
2.7%
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
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University
Club
135
1BR – 60%
2BR – 40%
3BR – 0%
4BR – 0%
772
$854
$1.11/SF
0.2%
0.0%
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Some
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Table 2-6: Class C Student Housing Properties
Metric/Property Graduate Gardens University Garden
Total Units
175
41
Unit Mix
1BR – 62.9%
1BR – 34.1%
2BR – 37.1%
2BR – 65.9%
3BR – 0.0%
3BR – 0.0%
4BR – 0.0%
4BR – 0.0%
Ave Unit SF
662
616
Ave. Asking
$1,575
$1,215
Rent
$2.38/SF
$1.97/SF
Ave. Effective
$1,471
$1,209
Rent
$2.22/SF
$1.96/SF
Ave.Concessions
6.6%
0.5%
Vacancy
0.2
2.9%
Fitness Center
No
No
Swimming Pool
No
No
Rec Center
No
No
Study Lounges
No
No
Fully Furnished
No
No
In-apt laundry
No
No
Utilities
No
Yes
Included
Source: CoStar

Columbia Manor
32
1BR – 50.0%
2BR – 50.0%
3BR – 0.0%
4BR – 0.0%
600
$1,058
$1.776/SF
$1,051
$1.75/SF
0.7%
5.9%
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS – OFFICE
The market area does not have a demand for additional office space due to the location of private
and federal businesses in other office markets throughout Prince George’s County. However, the
University of Maryland has a large demand for additional office, study, or general use space.
Any department at the University of Maryland that requires more space to house its employees,
faculty, and students must submit a request for additional space to the university’s Space
Guidelines Application Program. Table 2-7 shows that university currently has a deficit of
866,894 SF of office, study, and general use space. That deficit is expected to grow to 907,777 SF
by 2025.
Table 2-7: University Office Space Deficit
USE
2016
2025
Office Space
183,983 SF
203,583 SF
Study Space
397,468 SF
413,067 SF
General Use1
285,443 SF
289,688 SF
Total
866,894 SF
907,777 SF
Source: UMD Space Guidelines Application Program
1 – General Use includes facilities management, back-of-house functions, and storage.
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COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS – RETAIL
Meetings with local civic organizations and the University of Maryland’s Economic Development
Department revealed that the entire community is dissatisfied with the overabundance of fast
casual dining and convenience strip shopping centers that focus on providing commodity products.
The community feels that these retail establishments contribute to the transitory nature of
Baltimore Avenue and do not establish a sense of place where community members can interact.
Therefore, any retail component of the development should focus on specialty retail products
and creating an authentic sense of place. This can be accomplished by providing sit-down
dining options and experiential retail that highlight the market area population’s preference for
health-conscious, socially-oriented activities. Table 2-8 shows statistics for two comparable
specialty retail centers.
Table 2-8: Comparable Retail Centers
Property
Location
University Town Center Hyattsville
Towne Center at Laurel
Laurel
Source: CoStar and Loopnet

Total SF
83,000
200,000

Vacancy
3.3%
0.0%

Rent
$36.00/SF
$28.51/SF

Lease Type
NNN
NNN

MARKET ANALYSIS CONCLUSIONS
Market analysis has revealed the following conclusions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Most households in College Park consist of college-aged roommates who rent their home.
Most households in University Park and Berwyn Heights consist of married families, many
of which have children, who own their home.
Permanent residents in College Park may not have a large amount of disposable income
and focus their spending on commodity products.
Students at the University of Maryland may have an alternate source of income that
provides an allowance for their living expenses and social activities.
Residents in University Park and Berwyn Heights may have some amount of disposable
income available for specialty products.
The University of Maryland is the largest driver of employment in the market area.
A large number workers in the market area are employed in science and research positions.
White collar jobs outnumber blue collar jobs in the market area.
The market area population values education, and health-conscious, socially-oriented
activities.
Growth in College Park could outpace ESRI projections as nearby development aims to
support the Innovation District and M Square Research Park.
To compete with Class A student housing properties, the project must include all state-ofthe-art amenities with a utility credit and in-apartment laundry facilities.
The project should find a way to differentiate itself from competing Class A residential
properties through brand management and social media interaction, and provide the latest
technologies and housing trends.
The University of Maryland has a large demand for additional office, study, or general use
space.
The retail component of the development should focus on specialty retail products and
creating an authentic sense of place.
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3.

REGULATORY CONTEXT & PUBLIC APPROVAL PROCESS

This chapter identifies the regulatory and public approval process that a project must go through
in order to lawfully proceed with development. The Zoning Ordinance of Prince George’s County
is the governing code which stipulates the regulatory procedures and public approval processes.
The project site is also located in a development district, therefore a sector plan overlay provides
additional zoning regulations. For the 3.5 mile length of Baltimore Avenue between Interstate I495 to the north and Guilford Road to the south, the Central US 1 Corridor Sector Plan modifies
the zoning code with specific sectional map amendments in this area. The zoning ordinance and
sector plan are informed by Plan Prince George’s 2035 Approved General Plan, a general plan
which describes Prince George’s County’s goals for land development. Additionally, the
University District Vision 2020 is an adopted community development strategy to make College
Park a Top 20 college town by 2020 through housing and economic development, and other
strategic initiatives. Any proposed development must support the vision proposed in these plans.
JURISDICTION
The Zoning Ordinance of Prince George’s County ultimately delegates the power to approve,
approve with conditions, or deny any development review application to the Prince George’s
County Council. The County Council is the elected, governing body of Prince George’s County
presiding over all legislative action. When acting on zoning and planning matters, the County
Council is referred to as the District Council. Although the District Council has the ultimate power
to approve or deny a development review application, the District Council delegates this power to
the Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning Commission (Planning Commission). Only
upon an appeal to the District Council of a Planning Commission decision will the District Council
exercise this power directly. Upon an appeal of the District Council’s decision concerning a
development review application, the case is remanded to the county circuit court.
The regulations of the Zoning Ordinance are general requirements applied throughout the entire
county. The Zoning Ordinance recognizes that in some cases these regulations may cause undue
hardship that may hinder development within the boundaries of a municipality. Therefore, the
Zoning Ordinance delegates the power of granting departures and variances from design standards
directly to certain municipalities. In cases where a municipality does not have the power to grant
departures or variances, the Planning Board grants departures and the Board of Zoning Appeals
grants variances.
College Park is a municipality that is authorized to grant departures and variances, and in College
Park that power rests with the City Advisory Planning Commission (APC). When hearing an
application for a departure or variance, the APC may request guidance from the county Planning
Commission. If an applicant appeals a departure or variance decision by the APC, the case is
remanded to the District Council first, and then to the county Circuit Court.
The Zoning Ordinance of Prince George’s County delegates additional aspects of the land
development review process to the municipality in which the development is occurring, and some
aspects of the review process are the responsibility of both the county and the municipality. Tables
3-1a through 3-1c, Development Review Jurisdiction, list the party that is responsible for
reviewing that aspect of the development review application, whether it is Prince George’s County,
the City of College Park, or both.
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Table 3-1a: Development Review Jurisdiction – Prince George’s County
Zoning
Sediment
Floodplain
Stormwater
Driveway
Erosion
Management
Pad
Control
PG County
PG Soil
PG County
PG County
PG County
Conservation
District

Fire
Review
PG County

Table 3-1b: Development Review Jurisdiction – College Park
Driveway
Street Lights
Roadway
Apron
Paving
College Park

College Park

College Park

Table 3-1c: Development Review Jurisdiction – Prince George’s County & College Park
Rough Grading
Fine Grading
Residential
Commercial
Permits
Permits
PG County &
PG County &
PG County &
PG County &
College Park
College Park
College Park
College Park
Finally, the Prince George’s County Historic Sites and Districts Plan establishes an Inventory of
Historic Resources for which development applications require special review. The Zoning
Ordinance of Prince George’s County delegates this review to the Prince George’s County Historic
Preservation Commission (HPC). Any development review applications for exterior alterations,
demolition, or new construction to properties listed on the Inventory of Historic Resources must
be reviewed by the HPC.
DEVELOPMENT PROCESS OVERSIGHT
When a development review application is submitted to the Planning Commission, the
Development Review Division (DRD) of the Planning Commission is responsible for receiving
and processing the application. Within the DRD, the following departments exist in order to
review specific portions of the application:
•
•

•
•

Applications Department: Reviews applications for completeness, assigns application
numbers, and advises the applicant on public notification requirements.
Urban Design Department: Reviews Conceptual and Detailed Site Plans, and reviews
applications for compliance with the county’s Landscape Manual. Since architectural
drawings are required for submission with site plans, the Urban Design Department is
responsible for providing review and comments on the building architecture.
Zoning Department: Processes variances, departures, and special exceptions.
Permit Review Department: Reviews applications that are accompanied by grading,
building, use and occupancy, and sign permits that have been issued by Prince George’s
County Department of Permitting, Inspections, and Enforcement (DPIE). After a permit
has been issued, the Permit Review Department of the DRD must perform a final review
of the application and permit for conformance with the Zoning Ordinance. Permits issued
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without review of the Permit Review Department are deemed to have been issued in error
and are not valid.
Outside of the DRD, two county-wide planning departments are involved in every development
review application. Those county-wide planning departments are as follows:
•
•

Environmental Review Department: Reviews stormwater management plans and
sediment erosion control plans before grading permits can be issued.
Transportation Planning Department: Reviews Traffic Impact Studies prepared for
compliance with the Approved Countywide Master Plan of Transportation (2009).

DEVELOPMENT REVIEW APPLICATION APPROVAL PROCESS
The Zoning Ordinance of Prince George’s County stipulates that no construction-related activities
shall take place until permits have been obtained from DPIE and that those permits have been
reviewed by the appropriate agent of the Planning Commission. This stipulation is responsible for
ensuring that development activities are subject to an application and public approval process. The
application and public approval process is shown in the following sequence of events. In all cases,
the required information is submitted to the DRD of the Planning Commission, then delegated to
the department or municipality performing the review as required.
1. Pre-Application – The applicant must submit a Pre-Application Form which specifies
the type of application review that is requested, the name of the project, a project
description, and a Zoning Sketch Map showing the property with the applicable zoning
classification. An application number will be assigned by the DRD Applications
Department. The applicant must then notify by mail all adjacent property owners,
municipalities within one mile of the project site, registered community organizations,
and all parties of record of his intent to file an application for development review.
2. Application – After the mailing has been sent out to all appropriate parties, the applicant
must officially apply for development review by submitting the following documents:
a. A copy of the pre-application notification mailing and a list of all parties that the
mailing was sent to.
b. A completed development review application form that specifies all information
regarding the site to be developed and the review that is requested.
c. A Statement of Justification describing the proposed development and its uses; the
legal framework for the development including zoning, departures, and variances;
and any applicable general, master, or sector plans.
d. A Conceptual or Detailed Site Plan depending on the progression of the project in
the development process.
e. Any required studies of the project site including a stormwater management plan,
soil erosion and sediment control plan, natural resources inventory, woodland and
tree conservation plan, streams and wetlands conservation plan, landscape manual
compliance plan, market study, traffic impact study, archeological investigations,
and architectural renderings.
3. Application Acceptance and Processing – The DRD shall notify the applicant that the
application has been received, and that it complies with all application requirements or
note any application deficiencies within 15 days of receiving the application. Assuming
there are no application deficiencies, the DRD shall notify the applicant that the
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application is ready for formal acceptance and processing. At this point, the applicant
shall perform the following actions:
a. Notify by mail the same parties entitled to receive pre-application notification that
the formal application is ready to be accepted and processed.
b. Provide a copy of the application notification mailing and a list of all parties that
the mailing was sent to.
c. Pay all required application and sign posting fees.
d. Provide any requested copies of the application so that the DRD may refer the
application to agencies responsible for specific portions of the review.
Once the applicant completes these actions, the application will be formally accepted for
review, and a public hearing held by the Planning Board to review the application, if
required, will be established approximately 70 days after the application acceptance date.
The DRD will refer copies of the application to agencies responsible for specific portions
of the review, and that agency shall have 30 days to provide comments. The Planning
Commission will ultimately compile a Technical Staff Report that will support the
Planning Commission’s acceptance, acceptance with conditions, or denial of the
application. The Technical Staff Report will include any referral agency comments.
4. Public Hearing Date Established – At least 35 days prior to the approximate hearing
date established above, the applicant must submit a formal application to the Planning
Commission to establish the official hearing date. Any documents that have been revised
since the original development review application must be submitted to the DRD so that
the revised documents can be reviewed and any comments can be included in the
Technical Staff Report.
5. Public Notice of Hearing Date – Once the official hearing date has been established, the
applicant must provide public notice of the hearing at least 30 days prior to the hearing
date. Public notice is accomplished by an informational mailing sent to all parties of
record identified during pre-application and by posting signs at the project site. The
applicant must provide a copy of the informational mailing and a list of all parties that the
mailing was sent to, as well as photos of the posted signs at the project site, at least 14
days prior to the hearing. The Technical Staff Report will be made available to the
applicant 14 days prior to the hearing, and to the public 6 days prior to the hearing.
6. Planning Board Hearing – The development review application culminates in a public
hearing in which the general public and all parties of record are invited to comment.
Ultimately, the Planning Board may approve, approve with conditions, or deny a
development review application. Plans that have been approved are filed for record at the
Planning Commission and the project may proceed. Plans that have been denied must
address the comments provided in the Technical Staff Report and the applicant must
reapply beginning with Step 2 above. The applicant and any party of record may appeal
a Planning Board decision to the District Council, which will then hold a hearing to
uphold, modify, or reverse the Planning Commission’s decision. The District Council’s
decision may be appealed to the Circuit Court.
The City of College Park is a municipality that has been approved to grant departures and
variances. When a development review application contains a request for a departure or variance,
the DRD refers that portion of the application to the College Park APC. The APC then notifies all
parties of record within the municipality and establishes the date of a public hearing with at least
7 days’ notice. The APC also posts signs at the project site notifying the general public of the
hearing date. At this point the applicant must submit an application fee to the city. At the
conclusion of the hearing, the APC may choose to grant the departure or variance and close the
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record, leave the record open to gather additional evidence and schedule another public hearing,
or deny the departure or variance.
DEVELOPMENT REVIEW APPLICATION REFERRAL REVIEWS
Some portions of the development review application fall outside the purview of the Zoning
Ordinance and are governed by other sections of the Prince George’s County Code or legislative
acts of the State of Maryland. The Planning Commission still requires review of these portions of
the development review application. The Planning Commission delegates these portions of the
development review application to the party identified in the county code or legislative act as
responsible for providing the review.
•

•

•

Stormwater Management: The Prince George’s County Water Resources Protection and
Grading Code provides regulations that control stormwater runoff resulting from land
development. This code ensures compliance with the Maryland Stormwater Management
Act of 2007. The code mandates a three-phase review process noted below before a
grading permit can be issued for a site. The Environmental Planning Department of the
Planning Commission is responsible for performing the three-phase review.
1. First, a Site Development Concept Plan must show that the project has considered
optimizing natural resources, minimizing impervious surfaces, slowing runoff to
reduce stormwater discharge, and implementing innovative stormwater technology.
2. Next, a Site Development Plan must show how plans for stormwater management
presented during the first phase have been developed further. The site development
plan must show exact impervious surface locations, proposed grading, drainage
areas at points of runoff discharge from the site, and a narrative outlining
stormwater management procedures implemented at the site.
3. Finally, a Final Stormwater Management Plan in the form of construction drawings
must be submitted in order to obtain a grading permit. The final plan must include
drainage area maps, hydraulic calculations, construction details of all stormwater
management components, and a narrative of how the stormwater management
implemented at the site meets applicable regulations.
Sediment Erosion Control: The Maryland Sediment Control Act mandates that each
county establish a Soil Conservation District to prevent soil erosion and sedimentation.
The Prince George’s County Soil Conservation District (PGSCD) established by this act
ensures compliance with the 2011 Maryland Standards and Specifications for Soil Erosion
and Sediment Control. Similar to Stormwater Management, the PGSCD mandates a threephase review process consisting of a Concept Grading, Erosion, and Sediment Control
Plan; an Environmental Site Development Grading, Erosion, and Sediment Control Plan;
and a Final Grading, Erosion, and Sediment Control Plan. The progression of detail
required for each phase of the review process is similar to the progression required for each
phase of the Stormwater Management review process. Each phase of sediment erosion
control review must identify with increasing specificity how soil erosion and pollutants in
stormwater runoff are mitigated while natural resources are preserved. The PGSCD is
responsible for reviewing each submission of the three-phase review process and providing
acceptance of the plan to the Environmental Planning Department of the Planning
Commission before a grading permit can be issued for the site.
Woodland and Tree Preservation: Any application for a site grading permit must show
compliance with the Prince George’s County Trees and Vegetation Code. This code is the
result of the Prince George’s County Woodland Conservation and Tree Preservation
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•

Ordinance of 1990 (WCTPO). A project is exempt from complying with this code if the
site is less than 40,000 square feet, contains less than 10,000 square feet of woodlands, or
disturbs less than 5,000 square feet of woodlands on the site. A site may also be subject to
a site-specific Tree Conservation Plan (TCP) which states how the woodlands on a site will
be maintained during the course of the project. The Environmental Planning Department
of the Planning Commission is responsible for reviewing site plans to ensure compliance
with the WCTPO and any TCPs, or granting a compliance exemption.
Traffic Impact Studies: According to the Approved Countywide Master Plan of
Transportation (2009), a development review application must include a Traffic Impact
Study (TIS) that analyzes the impact of the proposed development project on the existing
and planned transportation infrastructure. Before the TIS is undertaken, the applicant must
submit a scoping agreement which outlines the area to be studied and the analysis that will
be undertaken, and gain the approval of the Transportation Planning Department. The TIS
must compare the existing conditions of the following criteria with the traffic that is
anticipated to occur as a result of the land development:
1. Weekday peak period vehicle counts.
2. Vehicle counts outside of weekday peak periods.
3. Summer vehicle counts.
4. The occurrence of traffic incidents.
5. Transit modes and transportation facilities.
6. Pedestrian and bicycle facilities.
Since the project site is subject to the Central US 1 Corridor Plan, vehicle counts for the
average peak period level of service are required in the following segments of Baltimore
Avenue:
1. The segment between MD-193 and Cherry Hill Road.
2. The segment between MD-193 and Campus Drive.
3. The segment between Campus Drive and Guilford Road.
The Transportation Planning Department of the Planning Commission is responsible for
reviewing the TIS to ensure compliance with the Transportation Master Plan.

COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION
Prince George’s County invites any interested citizen to register as a Person of Record. Persons
of Record are permitted to appeal any decision by the Planning Board, Board of Zoning Appeals,
Zoning Hearing Examiner, or the District Council. A person of record is also entitled to receive
informational mailings concerning submitted applications or upcoming hearings, and Technical
Staff Reports issued by the Planning Commission. A citizen can become a Person of Record by
applying directly to the District Council. Additionally, any registered civic association,
municipality within one mile, and property owner adjacent to a property where a development
review application has been filed automatically qualify as a Person of Record for that development
review. The registered civic associations in College Park are the Berwyn District Civic
Association, Calvert Hills Citizens Association, Camden College Park Association, College Park
Estates Civic Association, Lakeland Civic Association, North College Park Citizen Association,
Old Town Civic Association, and West College Park Citizens Association. Any interested citizen,
even if he or she is not a Person of Record, may attend a public hearing and provide comments on
a development review application.
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ZONING
According to the Zoning Ordinance of Prince George’s County, the property exists in the M-U-I,
Mixed-Use-Infill, zone. This zone was established by a sectional map amendment as a result of
the Central US 1 Corridor Plan. The Central US 1 Corridor Plan seeks to transform the three-mile
stretch of Baltimore Avenue adjacent to the University of Maryland from an auto-dominated
roadway to a mixed-use community consisting of walkable nodes. Through Smart Growth
principles, the plan aims to mix residential, commercial, institutional, and recreational uses, and
provide multi-modal transportation options and green space to create an urban boulevard.
In order to be zoned M-U-I, a property must exist in a Transit District or Development District
Overlay. A Transit District Overlay seeks to implement increased ridership in public
transportation in the vicinity of metro stops, while a Development District Overlay seeks to
implement the goals established in a master or sector plan. By virtue of the Central US 1 Corridor
Plan, this project site exists in a Development District Overlay.
The Corridor Plan further assigns the project site to the Walkable Node – University (WNU) zone.
This zone is meant to create a high-density, mixed-use environment that allows office, multifamily, and retail uses to co-exist while emphasizing the public realm at street level. Most notably,
the Corridor Plan does not provide an FAR, or buildable density. Instead, density is regulated by
the stipulated parking ratios for each building use. Therefore, the Corridor Plan limits the buildable
square footage of a development to how many vehicles the development can park. Table 3-2
shows the building regulations that are stipulated in the Corridor Plan. Parking requirements used
to determine building density are shown in Table 3-3.
Table 3-2: Building Regulations
Regulation
Building Height
Building Stories
Typical Floor Max Height
First Floor Height
Primary Building Frontage
Setback, Primary Build-to Line
Setback, Secondary Build-to Line
Setback, Side
Setback, Rear
Building Mass Stepback

WNU Zone
None given.
4 min., 10 max.
14 ft.
11 ft. min, 25 ft. max
80% of Build-to Line
0 ft. min, 10 ft. max
0 ft. min, 12 ft. max
0 ft. min, 24 ft. max
10 ft. min.
Story 9 and above

Table 3-3: Parking Requirements
Use
Requirement
Residential
1.0 space per dwelling unit
Commercial
3.0 spaces per 1,000 SF
Office
2.0 spaces per 1,000 SF
Parking Reductions
1.2

Condition

Shared parking may be reduced by the
lowest factor for combined uses.
6 spaces per 1 car share space Within ½ mile from metro station
20% of required spaces max When a memo of understanding with
for car share
a car share provider is signed
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The project’s building height is subject to further regulation due to the site’s close proximity to the
College Park Airport. The Zoning Ordinance defines six Aviation Policy Areas (APA) that
provide additional use and building regulations depending on the size of the airport and the
proximity of the site to an airport. With a runway length less than 5,000 feet, no aircraft weighing
more than 8,500 pounds, and no flight training school, the College Park Airport is defined as a
Small Airport. With the project site being located more than 500 feet but less than 5,000 feet from
the end of the airport’s runway, the site is located in APA-6, known as the Traffic Pattern Area. A
building permit cannot be issued for a building in APA-6 with a height greater than 50 feet unless
the building shows compliance with Federal Aviation Regulation Part 77 (FAR Part 77).
FAR Part 77 defines a horizontal surface that is 150 feet above the runway elevation. A building’s
height may not penetrate this horizontal surface if it is within 10,000 feet of the runway without
review and approval of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). However, to prevent an FAA
review from being triggered, the Zoning Ordinance does not permit a building height greater than
150 feet above the runway elevation. The College Park Airport runway is 48 feet Above Mean
Sea Level (AMSL) and the project site is 68.5 feet AMSL, therefore airport regulations restrict the
building height to 129.5 feet. This is greater than the maximum building height of 110 feet
permitted for multifamily dwellings in the R-18 Zone, therefore the maximum building height is
110 feet.
Finally, the Zoning Ordinance stipulates that all land development must comply with the Prince
George’s County Landscape Manual. The Landscape Manual sets the minimum requirements for
landscaping, buffering, and screening on a property. Compliance is determined during site plan
review.
SITE PLAN APPROVAL
For mixed-use residential and commercial buildings in the M-U-I Zone, the Zoning Ordinance
requires Conceptual and Detailed Site Plan approval according to the development review
application process noted above. Site Plan review is required in order to ensure the principles
stated in approved general, master, and sector plans and the purpose of the established zone are
being fulfilled. Site Plans are also required to ensure design and use compatibility of the project
with existing and future uses on adjacent properties. Both Conceptual and Detailed Site Plans
must describe parking, loading, circulation, lighting, site views, green spaces, streetscapes,
grading, public spaces, and the architecture that will be constructed at the project site. Conceptual
Site Plans are required to show design intent, while Detailed Site Plans must be finalized and are
required for grading and building permits. If architectural drawings are not finalized to submit with
the Detailed Site Plan but a grading permit is desired, a specific design plan for infrastructure can
be submitted for approval to obtain the grading permit.
REZONING, SPECIAL EXCEPTIONS, DEPARTURES, AND VARIANCES
In conventional zones where just one use is permitted, a property owner may apply for a Zoning
Map Amendment (ZMA) to change the zoning classification of a specific parcel of land.
Alternatively, the District Council may initiate rezoning of a larger land area consisting of multiple
land parcels through Sectional Map Amendments (SMA) by proving a substantial change in
character of the area or a mistake in the original zoning. In floating zones where multiple uses
are permitted concurrently, a property owner may apply to change the conventional zone of his
property to the approved floating zone if his property is adjacent to or touching the floating zone.
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The District Council can still utilize an SMA to change zoning from a conventional zone to a
floating zone, although the reason for the change must be to meet the principles established in an
approved general, master, or sector plan. An SMA was utilized to rezone the land parcels affected
by the Central US 1 Corridor Plan to the M-U-I Zone.
Special exceptions are uses that are permitted in zones subject to specific conditions. The power
to review rezoning and special exception application rests with the District Council. For rezoning
and special exceptions the applicant must follow the procedure noted below, which is different
than the standard development review application procedure noted earlier.
1. The applicant files for rezoning or special exception with the DRD of the Planning
Commission. The applicant must send a mailing describing the application to registered
civic associations, municipalities within 1 mile of the property, adjacent property owners,
and any persons of record 30 days before submitting the application.
2. The Planning Commission recommends approval, approval with conditions, or denial of
the application through the preparation of a Technical Staff Report documenting its
analysis of the application. The Technical Staff Report is filed with the Planning Board,
the Zoning Hearing Examiner, and the District Council.
3. The Planning Board may choose to hold a public hearing on the application, but a public
hearing is not required. Regardless of a hearing, the Planning Board votes to agree or
disagree with the Commission’s Technical Staff Report. The Planning Board’s decision is
sent to the Zoning Hearing Examiner and the District Council.
4. The Zoning Hearing Examiner establishes the date of a public hearing and notifies all
parties of record of the hearing date. Signs are also posted on the property giving notice
of the upcoming hearing.
5. The Zoning Hearing Examiner conducts a public hearing in which the Planning Board’s
Technical Staff report is considered with all applicable facts and zoning laws. The People’s
Zoning Counsel represents the public interest at the hearing. The Zoning Hearing
Examiner concludes the hearing with a decision on the application which is then sent to
the District Council for consideration.
6. If an appeal of the Zoning Hearing Examiner’s decision is filed by a person of record, an
oral argument will be heard by the District Council. If no appeal is filed, the District
Council may vote to approve or deny the application for rezoning or special exception.
Departures relate to the design and number of parking and loading spaces, sign regulations, and
the landscaping requirements stated in the Prince George’s County Landscape Manual. Variances
relate to building design characteristics such as building height, building setback, yard
requirements, lot occupancy, and density. College Park is a municipality with the authority to
grant departures and variances. Upon submission of the departure or variance application to the
DRD, the application is referred to the College Park APC for review as previously noted.
Departures or variances that are required as a result of the project’s design are discussed in Chapter
4 in conjunction with that aspect of the project’s design that requires the departure or variance.
IMPACT FEES
For development inside the Capital Beltway (I-495), Prince George’s County charges a school
facilities surcharge of $9,035 per residential unit and a public safety surcharge of $2,439 per
residential unit.
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4.

DESIGN & SUSTAINABILITY ANALYSIS

Design and Sustainability Analysis is intended to highlight the project goals by allocating space
among the project uses in an environmentally conscious manner that achieves the project vision.
The design characteristics of each use including architecture, materials, and the allocation of space
within the specific use will define the general ambiance of each use individually, and define the
ambiance of the entire project when collectively considering each use as a part of the whole.
GENERAL DESIGN
Development of the project site in conjunction with the sites immediately to the north establishes
a place of symbiotic existence between the University of Maryland and the surrounding
community, and between the natural environment surrounding the Paint Branch Creek and the
built environment. The building architecture, uses, and space programming, along with the design
of public spaces must reflect this project goal. To create this co-existence between the University
of Maryland and the surrounding community, the uses of the project and the distribution of space
to these uses will create a built environment that attracts members of both of these populations.
To create this co-existence between the natural environment and the built environment, public
spaces will emphasize the natural environment at the western edge of the site in the vicinity of the
Paint Branch Creek, the built environment at the eastern edge of the site along Baltimore Avenue,
and gradually transition between the two at the center of the site where the boundary between the
two environments will be blurred. Landscapes and hardscapes will coexist so that users will not
feel an abrupt change between the natural environment and the built environment, but rather
observe how the two environments can exist harmoniously.
A design charrette determined that symbiosis between the university and the community can be
achieved by providing residential, office, and retail uses that will provide an equitable opportunity
for the members of these communities to utilize the project. To achieve symbiosis between the
natural and built environments, the Paint Branch Creek will seemingly extend onto the western
portion of the site through the use of water features and native landscaping. At the eastern edge
of the site, the hardscapes of Baltimore Avenue will extend onto the eastern portion of the site
through the use of brick pavers, decorative site walls, and street furniture. The gradual transition
between the two environments will be achieved with rain gardens and other sustainable initiatives
that show how the two environments can exist in harmony.
GENERAL SPACE PROGRAMMING
The US 1 Corridor Sector Plan (Sector Plan) stipulates that the developable building area and
density constructed at a project site must be a function of the parking ratios that are required for
each building use. Floor Area Ratios (FAR) or residential units per acre are not given in the sector
plan, therefore space programming is an iterative process that begins by identifying how many
parking spaces can be provided on the site. Parking ratios stipulated by the Sector Plan for both
vehicles and bicycles are described in detail in Chapter 3 in the Zoning discussion, and are shown
again in Table 4-1 Required Parking Ratios for reference.
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Table 4-1: Required Parking Ratios
Use
Vehicle Parking
Residential
1 space per unit
Office
2 spaces per 1,000 SF
Retail
3 spaces per 1,000 SF

Bicycle Parking
1 space per 3 vehicular
parking spaces

Although residential and office uses will be provided at the project site, these uses should be
separated in order to maximize floor plate efficiency and to separate non-homogeneous uses.
Therefore, the site plan will consist of an office building above retail at the southern portion of the
site, a residential building above retail at the northern portion of the site, and an open public space
between the two buildings. Parking at the project site will be accomplished by a single-level
parking garage built one level below grade beneath the combined footprint of the office building,
open public space, and the residential building.
The design charrette determined that an 80,685 SF parking garage can be built on the project site.
Using a required garage area of 395 SF per car, which includes the area required for circulation,
stairs, and elevators, a garage of this size can park 204 cars.
Next, the 204 parking spaces must be allotted amongst the residential, office, and retail uses of the
project according to the required parking ratios listed in Table 4-1. Allotting parking spaces to
each use must take into account the overall project goals. Therefore, allotting the majority of
spaces to one specific use would not be consistent with the project vision. The allotment of parking
spaces to each use must take into account the equitable sharing of parking spaces between each
use so that the project can achieve synergy between the university and the community, and between
the natural and built environments.
Beginning with a consideration of the amount of office space and associated parking that can be
supported at the project site, Chapter 2, Market Analysis, concludes that the market is not
supportive of office space at the project location except for office space used solely by the
University of Maryland. Therefore, office space at the project site will be built in relation to the
University of Maryland’s demand for office space housing non-academic, supporting functions.
The University of Maryland will be engaged throughout the development process so that the office
space developed will be non-speculative, and pre-leased to the university. The university’s Space
Guidelines Application Program (SGAP) states that the university had an office space deficit of
183,983 SF in 2016. The university anticipates that this deficit will grow to 203,583 SF by 2025.
Office floor plates can be efficiently organized with a 40-foot column spacing at office bays and a
30-foot column spacing at elevator and stair core bays. Assuming one office bay and one core
bay, the width of the office building will be 70 feet. According to the site plan, the buildable length
of the site in the east-west direction at the office location is 270 feet. Therefore, the office floor
plate area will consist of approximately 18,900 gross square feet (GSF). Using a core factor of
80% to allow for common spaces, the floor plate will consist of 15,120 net rentable square feet
(NRSF) per floor. Considering that the site bridges the View, a 10-story building to the south,
with future development in the Corridor Infill zone that may only be 4 stories to the north, it is
appropriate for the office building to consist of six to eight total stories. With the ground floor
retail use as one story, seven stories of office use will yield 132,300 GSF, 105,840 NRSF, and
create a building that has eight total stories. An office use of this size could be fully-lease to the
university while still leaving the university with additional demand for office space. The office
floor plan is shown in Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-1: Office Floor Plan

As stated in Table 4-1, the Sector Plan requires 2 parking spaces for every 1,000 SF of office space.
With 132,300 SF of office space, 265 parking spaces will be required. However, the economic
development office of the university has stated its support for parking off-campus university office
workers within walking distance of the university at on-campus parking facilities. Therefore, a
departure will be sought so that parking for university employees can be provided on campus and
off of the project site. In gaining this departure, the developer will show that office users can be
accommodated at the Xfinity Center parking lot and at future parking garages that are either under
construction or will be constructed in the near future. In this instance, office users at the project
site may actually be closer to their cars than office users that both work and park on the university’s
campus. Gaining this departure will allow the 204 provided parking spaces to be split between
residential and retail uses.
The Sector Plan allows the total required parking spaces to be reduced by a factor of 1.2 when
combining residential and retail uses. Therefore, if 204 actual parking spaces are provided, 244
effective parking spaces can be used for calculating the buildable area of residential and retail uses.
The residential portion of the project will be based on a residential building width of 70 feet. This
width allows an efficient, double-loaded floor plan with apartment units on either side of a main
corridor. According to the site plan, the buildable length of the site in the east-west direction at
the residential location is approximately 270 feet. Therefore, the residential floor plate area will
be approximately 18,900 GSF. Using a core factor of 80% to allow for common spaces and an
average unit size of 839 SF, 18 apartments units can be built per floor. The Sector Plan stipulates
that the building can consist of up to 10 stories. However, if all 10 stories are built, most of the
244 effective parking spaces will be used for residential uses and prevent any retail uses from
being built at the project site. The residential building will be located north of the 8-story office
building at the project site and south of the 4-story buildings that are part of the Corridor Infill
zone. Therefore, it is appropriate for the residential building to consist of six to eight total stories.
Considering the ground floor retail use as one story, six stories of residential use will allow 108
apartment units to be built, create a building that has seven total stories, and require 108 effective
parking spaces. The residential floor plan is shown in Figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-2: Residential Floor Plan

The remaining 136 effective parking spaces can be used to determine the retail area of the project.
Table 4-1 shows that 3 parking spaces must be provided per 1,000 SF of retail space. Therefore,
136 effective parking spaces yields 45,333 SF of retail space. Given the geometrical confines of
the site and the ability of the site to support additional retail area, a departure will be sought to
consider this calculated allowable area as net rentable square feet (NRSF). Utilizing the same core
factor of 80%, this departure will allow 56,666 SF of buildable retail area.
The Zoning Ordinance of Prince George’s County allows a reduction in required parking spaces
if car-sharing vehicles are provided. According to the Zoning Ordinance, required parking may
be reduced by six parking spaces for every one car share provided, with a maximum reduction of
20% of the total spaces required. Instead of actually reducing built parking spaces, the required
allotment of parking spaces for the residential use will be reduced using the car share reduction.
Therefore, providing four car shares will allow 21 spaces to be gained from the residential use and
allotted to the retail use. Considering that four of those spaces will be used to park the car share
vehicles, 17 spaces can be gained and allotted to the retail use for a total of 153 effective spaces.
The project will seek a departure to allow this reduction in required residential parking spaces.
When utilized in conjunction with the departure to have retail parking spaces calculated based on
net rentable square feet, 51,000 NRSF may be built, or 63,750 SF of total buildable retail area.
Table 4-2 Use and Parking Allocation shows the total area allotted to each use within the building
based on the allocation of parking spaces described. The actual number of parking spaces provided
is calculated as follows:
(91 effective residential spaces + 153 effective retail spaces) = 244 effective spaces
244 effective spaces / 1.2 = 204 actual parking spaces.
Allocating parking spaces in this manner allows the equitable distribution of buildable area to
residential, office, and retail uses. Distributing parking spaces and buildable area in this manner
allows the project to achieve its goal of symbiotic existence between the university, the
surrounding community, the natural environment, and the built environment.
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Table 4-2: Use and Parking Allocation
Use
Building
Building
Area (GSF) Area (NRSF)
Residential 113,400
90,720 / 108
Units
Office
132,300
105,840
Retail

63,750

51,000

Total

309,450

247,560

Required
Provided
Departure Required
Parking Spaces Parking Spaces
108
76
Yes – for car sharing
reduction
265
0
Yes – to park office
users on campus
192
128
Yes – to calculate retail
area using NRSF per
parking space
565
204
Yes

RESIDENTIAL DESIGN AND SPACE PROGRAMMING
The residential building will consist of 113,400 GSF, 90,720 NRSF, and 108 apartment units with
76 dedicated parking spaces. The design and space programming of the residential building must
be tailored to the targeted user of the building in order to provide an attractive and competitive
product. Therefore, the design and space programming of the residential building will be informed
by the following conclusions from Chapter 2, Market Analysis:
•
•
•
•

Most households in College Park consist of college-aged roommates who rent their
home.
The market area population values education, and health-conscious, socially-oriented
activities.
To compete with Class A student housing properties, the project must include all stateof-the-art amenities.
The project should find a way to differentiate itself from competing Class A properties
through brand management and social media interaction, and provide the latest
technologies and housing trends.

The university also has ambitions of becoming a hub for technology and innovation through the
creation of the Discovery District. The Discovery District, which is already home to many notable
federal employers, will create incubator space for startup businesses and cutting-edge research and
development companies. The university hopes to not only attract new businesses, but more
importantly keep new startups formed at the university from leaving for more attractive startup
destinations such as Silicon Valley.
The residential component of the project will take advantage of the large, college-aged population
that already exists in the market area and the expectation that the population of recent college
graduates will increase with the development of the Discovery District. Therefore, the residential
component of the project will consist of apartment units aimed at juniors and seniors, graduate
students, and recent college graduates ranging in age from 20 to 28. The residential component of
the project will be further tailored to this age group by emphasizing social, educational,
professional, and creative networking among residents. This trend of interaction and networking
has been accepted by this age group as co-working, co-living, and interactive maker spaces
continue to increase in popularity. Additionally, new users of the residential product will be
continuously provided as existing users age out due to the proximity of the project site to the
university and the Discovery District. While the residential component will target the 20-28 age
group, it will not be marketed specifically as student housing.
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Table 4-3 Residential Unit Mix shows the distribution of the 108 apartment units among studio,
1-bedroom, 2-bedroom, and 3-bedroom apartments, and the average size of each apartment type.
Emphasis is placed on 2-bedroom units recognizing that cost savings can be achieved by living
with a roommate. Studio and 1-bedroom units are the next most common unit types recognizing
that while this age group values interaction, there is also a preference for having private space.
Finally, some 3-bedroom units are provided reflecting acceptance of this product among
comparable properties in the market area. However, this unit type is the least common since it
achieves less rent per square foot than 2-bedroom units and less rent per bed than studio and 1bedroom units. Rental rates are discussed in Chapter 6 Financial Analysis and Project Financing.
Table 4-3: Residential Unit Mix
Unit Type
Size (SF)
Studio
530
1-Bedroom
660
2-Bedroom
950
3-Bedroom
1,100
Total/Average
839

Quantity
12
30
54
12
108

% of Units
11%
28%
50%
11%
100%

Total Beds
12
30
108
36
186

Total NRSF
6,360
19,800
51,300
13,200
90,660

The residential component will be modeled on the WeLive co-living concept The building will
emphasize interaction, community, and knowing your neighbors through large communal spaces
including a chef’s kitchen and dining room; state-of-the-art gym featuring functional training
equipment, a yoga studio, and a cycling studio; TV lounge with couches, foosball, ping pong, pool,
and entertainment and gaming systems; private and group study pods; co-working space featuring
printers; resort-syle pool; roof-deck; and complimentary coffee. The management team will
program these spaces offering group cooking classes, group fitness classes, and watch parties,
among other events. Examples of the design and amenity that the communal spaces will provide
are shown in Precedent Images 1 through 3.
Precedent Image 1: Communal Kitchen

Precedent Image 2: Communal TV Lounge

Source: Redshift.com; WeLive Crystal City

Source: Urbanturf.com; WeLive Crystal City
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Precedent Image 3: Study Pods and Group Study Areas

Source: Archipreneur; WeWork London South Bank
Communal living amenities will not detract from the user’s private living unit. While some
economy will be necessary to account for the large presence of communal spaces, each unit will
have its own fully-equipped kitchen with dishwasher, bathroom, and washer/dryer. Co-living
spaces and apartment buildings with a large population of students generally provide the option to
have their unit fully furnished or to provide their own furniture. This project will provide that
same option. Examples of the design and amenity provided in each apartment unit are shown in
Precedent Images 4 and 5.
Precedent Image 4: Typical Apartment

Precedent Image 5: Typical Apartment

Source: Inhabitat.com; WeLive New York City
OFFICE DESIGN AND SPACE PROGRAMMING
General space programming determined that the office building will consist of 132,300 GSF, and
105,840 NRSF. Since the university will be the sole user of the office space, the developer will
work with the university to develop the office space according to the university’s requirements.
To mitigate risk that the university will vacate space in the future, the building will be developed
with amenities to meet standard Class-A office space. The amenities will include a modern fitness
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center with cardio equipment, strength-training equipment, and locker rooms including showers;
decorative entry lobby with security; efficient vertical transportation include fast and reliable
elevators; a roof deck offering outdoor space; maximum fenestration allowing natural light to
permeate deep into the floor plate; and fast public Wi-Fi.
Beyond the physical amenities that make an office building attractive, the office building will also
consider new trends in office space that reduce the space required per worker and provide cost
savings to tenants. These new trends include common area conference rooms and meeting spaces;
flexible, non-dedicated workspace that promotes inter-office movement and easy modification of
use; and higher-ceilings that promote the efficient design of mechanical systems. The office
building will also benefit from a variety of food, coffee, and other retail options provided in the
retail component of the development; a variety of transportation options including the College
Park metro station, the upcoming purple line light rail station, and bicycle parking in the garage;
and a vibrant mixed-use environment created by redeveloping Midtown.
RETAIL DESIGN AND SPACE PROGRAMMING
The retail space will consist of 63,750 GSF, and 51,000 NRSF. The retail component will occupy
space at the ground floor of both the residential building and the office building, and combined
with the open space between the two buildings, will compose the public realm of the project. The
retail component will focus on sit-down food and beverage options that are not currently offered
in the market area. The remainder of the retail space will consist of experiential retail where in
addition to buying a product, an interactive experience is offered. For example, in addition to
offering for-sale home goods products, the home goods store will also include a workshop where
furniture making classes can be taught. In addition to selling their clothing, Urban Outfitters will
offer a space where clothing design and production can be taught. The public park between the
residential and office building will attract community members to the project, and encourage those
community members to spend both time and money. The retail floor plan is shown in Figure 4-3.
Figure 4-3: Retail Floor Plan
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BUILDING MATERIALS AND CONSTRUCTION TYPE
The project will be constructed with post-tensioned concrete to allow for a large column grid, thin
floor slabs, and maximum floor to floor height. Post-tensioned concrete will also be required to
support the water feature, soil, trees, and public occupancy of the park between the residential and
office buildings. Roof decks and outdoor terraces are also easily constructible with post-tensioned
concrete. A transfer level will be required at the floor of the retail level in order to transition the
column grid from the office and residential uses above to the parking use below. Exterior facades
will utilize natural materials such as wood, stone, and glass to emphasize the building’s location
adjacent to the natural environment.
SUSTAINABILITY
The project will attain LEED-Gold certification by achieving between 60 and 79 points on the
LEED scorecard for Building Design and Construction (BD+C) in the category of New
Construction. The LEED scorecard is organized into the following categories: Integrative Process,
Location and Transportation, Sustainable Sites, Water Efficiency, Energy and Atmosphere,
Materials and Resources, Indoor Environmental Quality, Innovation, and Regional Priority.
Within each category, certain sustainable initiatives are required, and points are awarded for
implementing other sustainable design initiatives. The project will obtain LEED-Gold
certification by obtaining points in each category as described.
Integrative Process – 1 point obtained of 1 available point
The Integrated Process category is established to ensure that the effective planning of sustainable
initiatives begins early in the design process and continues throughout each subsequent stage of
the design process. An integrated process ensures that sustainability is interactive across all
disciplines as each individual project discipline considers its effect on the other project disciplines.
The project will implement the following strategies to satisfy the Integrated Process Category:
1. Site Conditions – Assess the effects of shading, exterior lighting, hardscaping, and
landscaping.
2. Massing and Building Orientation – Assess how mechanical systems and energy
consumption are affected by the building shape and orientation to the surrounding
environment.
3. Envelope Attributes – Assess how the building skin affects insulation, heat
transmission, and natural ventilation.
4. Programmatic and Operational Parameters – Assess how space programming,
space allotment per person, and building area affects the operation and maintenance
of building systems.
5. Water Demand – Assess the demand for water both indoors and outdoors from
water fixtures and landscaping, and assess alternate supply sources for non-potable
water on site.
Location and Transportation – 12 points obtained of 16 available points
The Location and Transportation (LT) category is established to enhance the livability of a site by
reducing travel distances and encouraging human activity while also reducing development on
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isolated sites. Due to this project’s sites development along with several contiguous sites that
ultimately create a new identity for the Midtown node, the combined sites are eligible for LEED
for Neighborhood Development (ND). LEED ND recognizes the economy of scale that can
obtained for sustainable initiatives when a tract of land is developed as a whole rather individual
parcels. Elements of the LEED ND criteria such as compact and mixed-use neighborhoods,
reduced parking footprints, connected and open communities, and access to transit facilities
provide points towards satisfying the LEED BD+C LT category. Twelve points are awarded for
LEED-Gold certification when considering these ND criteria in the BD+C LT category.
Sustainable Sites – 8 points obtained of 10 available points
The Sustainable Sites (SS) category is established to ensure that the building interacts
harmoniously with, and reduces its impact on, the surrounding natural environment and
ecosystems. SS points are awarded for assessing the impact of a site on the surrounding natural
resources, and effectively siting buildings and elements on the project site to avoid harming the
natural habitat. The intent of the SS category is to minimizing construction pollution, reduce light
pollution and heat island effects, manage stormwater runoff, and remediate areas of existing
environmental degradation. The project will implement the following strategies to satisfy the SS
category:
1. Construction Activity Pollution Prevention – Control soil erosion, sedimentation,
and dust during construction. This strategy is required, and no points are awarded.
2. Site Development, Protect or Restore Habitat – Promote biodiversity by conserving
natural resources during site design and restoring environmentally degraded areas.
Two points are awarded.
3. Open Space – Encourage outdoor recreation and environmental interaction through
the creation of open outdoor spaces. One point is awarded.
4. Rainwater Management – Replicate the natural hydrology of the site by improving
water quality and reducing runoff. Three points are awarded.
5. Heat Island Reduction – Design efficient building systems and skins that minimize
the induction of heat to the surrounding environment. Two points are awarded.
Water Efficiency – 7 points obtained of 11 available points
The Water Efficiency (WE) category is established to conserve water at the project site through
the use of efficient water fixtures, effective water metering, and alternative sources for non-potable
water uses such as irrigation. The project will implement the following strategies to satisfy the
WE category:
1. Outdoor Water Use Reduction – Reduce the amount of water used for outdoor
functions by reducing the project’s dependence on irrigation for watering
landscapes. This strategy must be followed for general compliance. Two points
are awarded for completely eliminating landscape irrigation beyond initial
installation.
2. Indoor Water Use Reduction – Reduce the amount of water used for indoor
functions by utilizing low-flow fixtures including toilets, sinks, showers, and
kitchen and laundry appliances. Reduce water processing required for heating and
cooling water. This strategy must be followed for general compliance. Four points
are awarded for reducing indoor water use beyond a baseline calculation.
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3. Building Level Water Metering – Track water consumption in order to effectively
manage water use and find opportunities for water use reduction. This strategy
must be followed for general compliance. One point is awarded for installing
permanent meters on indoor plumbing fixtures and reclaimed water fixtures.
Energy and Atmosphere – 28 points obtained of 33 available points
The Energy and Atmosphere (EA) category is established to reduce the overall energy
consumption of a building through efficient building layout and design. Items that can reduce a
building’s energy consumption include the building’s orientation to the sun, the choice of building
skin materials, high-efficiency mechanical systems, and natural ventilation. Through smart
controls, buildings have the capability of reducing their energy consumption during peak hours to
provide global energy consumption reductions. The project will implement the following
strategies to satisfy the EA category:
1. Fundamental Commissioning and Verification – Develop a Basis of Design that
will guide energy consumption reduction during the building’s useful life and gain
approval from a commissioning agency. This strategy is required, and no points
are awarded.
2. Minimum Energy Performance – Achieve a minimum level of energy efficiency
through building and systems design. This strategy is required, and no points are
awarded.
3. Building-Level Energy Metering – Provide a minimum level of energy-use
monitoring to identify potential energy-saving opportunities. This strategy is
required, and no points are awarded.
4. Fundamental Refrigerant Management – Reduce ozone depletion by managing the
use of refrigerants in mechanical systems. This strategy is required, and no points
are awarded.
5. Enhanced Commissioning – Provide additional support for the building’s energy
and indoor air quality management plan by obtaining additional review from the
commissioning agency. Six points are awarded.
6. Optimize Energy Performance – Establish an energy performance target beyond
the prerequisite standard by performing a Whole-Building Energy Simulation to
analyze efficiency and identify potential energy consumption reductions. Eighteen
points are awarded.
7. Advanced Energy Metering – Track building and system energy consumption
above the prerequisite level to identify additional energy consumption reductions.
One point is awarded.
8. Demand Response – Provide monitoring and technology that can reduce energy
demand during peak hours to increase global energy grid reliability and efficiency.
Two points are awarded.
Materials and Resources – 6 points obtained of 13 available points
The Materials and Resources (MR) category is established to minimize the production,
transportation, and disposal of materials throughout the project’s life beginning with construction
and continuing through the project’s operation. The project will implement the following
strategies to satisfy the MR category:
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1. Storage and Collection of Recyclables – Provide dedicated space for the collection
and disposal of recyclable material to reduce dependence on landfills. This strategy
is required, and no points are awarded.
2. Construction and Demolition Waster Management Planning – Collect materials
that may be repurposed or recycled during the construction and demolition process
to reduce dependence on landfills. This strategy is required, and no points are
awarded.
3. Building Product Disclosure and Optimization: Environmental Product
Declarations – Select building materials and products that have verified, improved
environmental life cycle impacts. Two points are awarded.
4. Building Product Disclosure and Optimization: Sourcing of Raw Materials – Select
building materials and products that have been sourced and extracted in an
environmentally responsible manner. Two points are awarded.
5. Construction and Demolition Waste Management – Repurpose and recycle
construction and demolition materials to reduce dependence on landfills. Two
points are awarded.
Indoor Environmental Quality – 13 points obtained of 16 available points
The Indoor Environmental Quality (EQ) category is established to maximize occupant comfort
through indoor air quality and thermal, visual, and acoustic comfort. The project will implement
the following strategies to satisfy the EQ category:
1. Minimum Indoor Air Quality Performance – Establish minimum requirements for
indoor air in both mechanically and naturally ventilated spaces. This strategy is
required, and no points are awarded.
2. Environmental Tobacco Smoke Control – Limit or prevent exposure of building
occupants and ventilation systems to tobacco smoke by requiring certain distances
from building entrances and ventilation systems. This strategy is required, and no
points are awarded.
3. Enhanced Indoor Air Quality Strategies – Improve indoor air quality in both
mechanically and naturally ventilated spaces above baseline requirements by
increasing ventilation, carbon-monoxide monitoring, and filtration while reducing
cross-ventilation contamination. Two points are awarded.
4. Low-Emitting Materials – Reduce the use of chemicals and Volatile Organic
Compounds (VOCs) that can damage indoor air quality. Three points are awarded.
5. Indoor Air Quality Assessment – Flush out air supply upon completing construction
and before building occupancy and complete air quality testing. Two points are
awarded.
6. Thermal Comfort – Promote occupant comfort when considering air temperature.
One point is awarded.
7. Interior Lighting – Promote occupant comfort when considering lighting through
lighting controls and quality lighting. Two points are awarded.
8. Daylight – Reduce the need for electrical lighting by allowing daylight to penetrate
into occupied space. Three points are awarded.
By prioritizing sustainable design through the design, construction, and useful life of the project,
75 points will be obtained and the project will gain LEED-Gold certification.
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5.

DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE

The development schedule details important milestones that will occur throughout the course of
the development project. Preparing a detailed development schedule, and adhering to that
schedule, is critical to delivering the project on time and on budget in order to avoid delays and
cost overruns.
DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE
The project will begin with a due diligence period in November, 2018, and conclude with
substantial completion and the issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy in August, 2021. The total
duration of the project is 3 years and 9 months. Both the office building and residential building
will be built concurrently due to the University of Maryland’s existing demand for office space
and the expected demand for residential units resulting from the Discovery District and the Greater
College Park Initiative. The development schedule has been set so that the project delivers and is
operational for the 2021-2022 academic year. Table 5-1 shows a summary of the project schedule
detailing each phase of the project.
Table 5-1: Summary Development Schedule
Phase
Start Date
Due Diligence
11/1/2017
Design
2/1/2018
Entitlements
4/1/2018
Marketing
8/1/2018
Permitting
6/1/2019
Construction
9/1/2019
Project Close-Out
6/1/2021
Certificate of Occupancy 7/1/2021
Grand Opening
8/1/2021
Lease-Up
8/1/2021
Stabilization
9/1/2022

End Date
2/1/2018
6/1/2019
9/1/2018
6/1/2022
9/1/2019
8/1/2021
8/1/2021
9/1/2022
-

Duration
3 months
16 months
5 months
46 months
3 months
23 months
2 months
12 months
-

Due Diligence
The Due Diligence Phase will begin on November 1, 2017 and will include a thorough review of
the feasibility analysis to ensure that all market studies, project costs, site concerns, and regulatory
procedures have been adequately considered. Environmental testing of the site will be completed
including Phase 1 and Phase 2 environmental reports; the geotechnical properties of the site will
be determined by completing a geotechnical report; and a site survey will be completed confirming
the site’s legal boundaries. During this period, a joint venture agreement will be finalized
documenting the university’s partnership with a developer. The university will contribute the land
to the partnership while the university and the developer will both contribute initial equity to
finance the up-front development costs before project equity and debt are closed. The joint venture
will also interview and hire an architect to develop the design of the project, and assist with
regulatory and entitlement procedures. The Due Diligence Phase will be completed by February
1, 2018 and last for a duration of 3 months.
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Design
The Design Phase will begin on February 1, 2018 upon completion of the Due Diligence Phase.
The joint venture, in conjunction with the architect, will interview, request proposals, and hire
design and construction professionals to complete the project team. The design team will consist
of a general contractor; geotechnical engineer; environmental engineer; civil engineer; structural
engineer; mechanical, electrical, and plumbing (MEP) engineer; fire protection engineer;
landscape architect; and marketing firm. The project team will advance the design of the project
according to the following milestones in order to apply and obtain permits and financing for the
project.
1. Conceptual Design – 2/1/2018 to 4/1/2018 [2 months]: Conceptual Design drawings
will be required for the Entitlement Phase in order to apply for and gain departures and
variances. Conceptual Design drawings will also be required in order to source debt
and equity to finance the project. Each design team member will be required to show
a conceptual level of design that conveys the design intent and character of the project.
2. Design Development – 4/1/2018 to 6/1/18 [2 months]: Design Development will
further the design shown in the Conceptual Design phase. Design development
drawings are required from each team member in order to demonstrate that each design
discipline understands the design intent of the project and to ensure that each design
discipline is coordinated with the other design disciplines. Design development
drawings will also be used to complete the conceptual site plan approval process with
Prince George’s County Planning Commission.
3. Gross Maximum Price (GMP) Documents – 6/1/18 to 3/1/19 [9 months]: The bulk of
the design work will be completed during the GMP Documents phase in order to arrive
at the maximum construction cost. The GMP documents will then be used to solicit
bids from subcontractors such as concrete subcontractors, MEP subcontractors, and
other specialty trades. GMP documents will also show further coordination between
each design discipline, and be submitted to the Prince George’s County Planning
Commission for Detailed Site Plan Review.
4. Construction Documents – 3/1/19 to 6/1/19 [3 months]: During the Construction
Document phase, each team member will finalize their design and issue Construction
Documents. Construction Documents will be submitted to the Development Review
Division of the Prince George’s County Planning Commission where the Construction
Documents will be delegated to the department or agency responsible for review. The
Construction Documents will also be used to gain construction permits to begin the
construction process.
The Design Phase will be completed by June 1, 2019 and last for a duration of 16 months.
Entitlements
The Entitlement Phase will begin on April 1, 2018 upon completion of Conceptual Design in order
to gain approval for aspects of the project that are not permitted by right. During this phase, the
project will apply to the City of College Park for departures and variances from the Central US 1
Corridor Sector Plan. As described in Chapter 3, College Park is a municipality with the
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jurisdiction to grant departures and variances. College Park will require the Conceptual Design
Drawings for review in order to understand the effects of the departures and variances on the
character of the development and the surrounding community.
The project will apply for a departure to waive the parking requirement for office space since the
university is planning a capital project to construct a parking garage to accommodate the Iribe
Center and the Xfinity Center. According to conversations with the university’s Economic
Development Department, this garage can also accommodate university workers in the project’s
office building. The project will also apply for a departure to allow a reduction in the residential
parking requirement by providing car-sharing vehicles. This parking reduction is permitted in the
Zoning Ordinance, but is not discussed in the governing sector plan. The project will apply for a
variance to reduce the required percentage of frontage along Baltimore Avenue stipulated by the
Sector Plan. As described in Chapter 3, Prince George’s County and the City of College Park will
require an initial review period of 70 days followed by a public review hearing to approve, approve
with conditions, or deny the request for departures and variances. It is expected that the
Entitlements Phase will be completed by October 1, 2018 and last for a duration of 5 months. The
entitlement process is expected to take 70 days, therefore a 5-month duration should allow for any
delays or application resubmittals.
Marketing
Marketing of the project will begin on August 1, 2018 to correspond with the issuance of the
Design Development drawings. At this early stage of the project, marketing will be geared to
potential retail tenants in order to spark interest in the project. The Design Development drawings
will be used to convey the project character and atmosphere to attract prospective retail tenants.
Marketing will not be required to attract office tenants because the university will be the sole user
of the office space.
Once construction activity begins on the site on August 1, 2019, a community-wide marketing
effort will begin to inform the community of the coming public amenities. Marketing will inform
community residents of retail place-making, sustainable initiatives, and the accessibility to nature
that will provided by the project in order to spark neighborhood excitement. Marketing of the
residential component of the project will begin on August 1, 2020 to coincide with the beginning
of the 2020-2021 academic school year. This strategy will inform students at the university as
well as young professionals working in the Discovery District of a new option for housing that
will be available at the start of the 2021-2022 academic school year. Chapter 7 discusses specific
marketing strategies that will be tailored to appeal to university employees, community residents,
students, and young professionals. Although a continual marketing effort will be required while
the development is in operation, the heavy marketing effort aimed at introducing the development
to its potential users will end on 6/1/2022 to coincide with the end of the first academic year after
the development delivers.
Permitting
The Permitting Phase will begin on June 1, 2019 upon completion of the Design Phase and the
issuance of Construction Documents. The Construction Documents will be submitted to the
Development Review Division of the Prince George’s County Planning Commission where the
Construction Documents will be delegated to the appropriate authority for review and approval.
The permit review procedure is described in detail in Chapter 3. The Urban Design Department
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will review the review the building’s architecture and the Detailed Site Plan for compliance with
the County Landscape Manual. The Environmental Review Department will review the Detailed
Site Plan for compliance with state and county stormwater management and sedimentation control
regulations. The Transportation Review Department will review the entire application against the
previously performed Traffic Impact Study to ensure that the effect of the development on traffic
remains consistent with the Traffic Impact Study. The Permit Review Division will review the
entire permit application for conformance with the Zoning Ordinance.
Each review division has 30 days to review the permit application for the items within their scope
of review. The Permitting Phase culminates in a public hearing approximately 70 days after the
permit application was submitted in which the Planning Board reviews the entire application,
considers the recommendations of each review department, and issues construction permits.
Although the permitting process should only take 70 days, a 3-month duration has been provided
in the project schedule to allow for any delays or application resubmittals. The Permitting Phase
will be completed by September 1, 2019.
Construction
Construction will begin on September 1, 2019 once all construction permits have been issued.
Construction will progress according to the schedule shown in Table 5-2.
Table 5-2: Summary Construction Schedule
Phase
Start Date
Site Grading and Utilities
9/1/2019
Excavation
11/1/2019
Foundations
12/1/2019
Parking Garage
1/1/2019
Office Superstructure
3/1/2020
Residential
Superstructure
MEP Installation
Exterior Wall Installation
Office Interior Fit Out
Residential Interior Fit
Out
Retail Fit Out
Landscaping and
Placemaking
Punch List
Certificate of Occupancy
Grand Opening

End Date
11/1/2019
1/1/2020
6/1/2020
7/1/2020
9/1/2020

7/1/2020

10/15/2020

4/1/2020
5/1/2020
8/1/2020
8/1/2020

12/1/2020
11/1/2020
6/1/2021
6/1/2021

Duration
2 months
2 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
(3 weeks per floor)
4.5 months
(3 weeks per floor)
8 months
6 months
10 months
10 months

11/1/2020
3/1/2021

7/1/2021
7/15/2021

8 months
4.5 months

6/1/2021
7/15/2021
8/1/2021

8/1/2021

2 months

Construction will proceed from south to north on the project site. This will allow construction of
the larger office building to begin before construction of the smaller residential building, therefore
allowing the superstructure of both buildings to be completed around the same time. As
foundations are completed on the southern portion of the site, construction of the parking garage
in this same location will begin while construction of the remaining foundations proceeds to the
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north. As the parking garage is completed on the southern portion of the site, construction of the
office building will begin in this same location while construction of the remainder of the parking
garage proceeds to the north. Upon completion of the parking garage on the northern portion of
the site, construction of the residential building will begin. When the residential building begins
constructions, four floors of office superstructure will have been completed.
Installation of MEP systems will trail construction of the concrete superstructure by two months,
or approximately two to three floors. While the upper floors of the superstructure are constructed,
installation of mechanical systems will take place two to three floors below. Installation of the
exterior wall system will trail installation of the MEP systems by one month, or approximately 2
floors. Similarly, while the MEP systems are installed on the upper floors, installation of the
exterior wall will take place two floors below. The remainder of construction will proceed in this
manner. As the superstructure of the lower floors is completed, construction of the remaining
systems will occur on the lower floors while construction of the superstructure of the upper floors
progresses. This will allow numerous trades to work on site simultaneously until construction of
each building and its interior is complete.
Construction of the retail interiors will begin after construction of the office and residential
interiors. Retail tenants may want to hire their own contractors that are familiar with their
construction standards. Landscaping and place-making construction will be the last portion of the
project to be constructed. This will allow heavy construction activity on other portions of the site
to be substantially complete in order to avoid damage to the landscaping and place-making that
will compose the public realm.
Once all interiors and the public realm are substantially complete by June 1, 2021, the punch list
process can commence as each design professional performs a final inspection of their design.
Deficiencies are noted during the inspection and repaired by the contractor before he completes
construction operations on the site. Provided no major deficiencies are noted to mechanical
systems, life safety systems, and egress pathways, a Certificate of Occupancy will be provided by
Prince George’s County on July 1, 2021 while minor punch list items are repaired by the
contractor. At this point, construction will be substantially complete and the project will be ready
for opening on August 1, 2021.
Lease-Up and Stabilization
Completion of the project on August 1, 2021 will coincide with the beginning of the 2021-2022
academic year. The proforma has been conservatively modeled assuming 20 residential units
(approximately 20% of residential units), 7,560 SF of office space (half of one office floor), and
6,375 SF of retail space (10% of all retail space) are leased per month beginning on the grand
opening date of August 1, 2021. The project should exceed these proforma assumptions since preleasing of the residential units will start during the spring semester of the 2020-2021 academic
year to provide housing for students. Additionally, since the university currently has a demand for
office space that exceeds the office space provided by the project, and because the university will
be the sole user of the office building, it is expected that the university will move into the office
building during the punch list phase of the construction process. Therefore, the residential and
office space should be stabilized by September 1, 2021, the end of the first month of the project’s
operation. However, using the lease-up assumptions described, the proforma is modeled assuming
residential stabilization by January 2022, retail stabilization by April 2022, and office stabilization
by September 2022. A complete development schedule is shown in the Appendix.
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6.

PROJECT FINANCING & FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

This chapter details the sources and uses that compose the development budget. After construction
is completed and the project opens, the construction loan is converted to a permanent loan. The
project proforma then calculates the net cash flow generated by the property by subtracting
expenses and debt service from income. An exit strategy is determined that allows the investor
and sponsor to capitalize on the equity generated by increasing the value of the property, and
financial returns can then be calculated.
SOURCES
The total development cost of the project is $82.5 million. The project will be financed by a $56.4
million construction loan, $22.3 million of investor equity, $1.9 million of sponsor equity from the
joint venture between the University of Maryland and the developer, and $2.0 million of land value
contributed by the University of Maryland. Total development sources are shown in Table 5-1.
Table 5-1: Sources
Source
Investor Equity
Sponsor Equity
Land
Debt
Total Sources

Amount
$22,294,974
$1,874,902
$2,007,723
$56,396,377
$82,573,976

Percent
27.0%
2.3%
2.4%
68.3%
100%

Equity
Investor equity is provided by a private equity fund or Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) looking
to realize a certain return on their investment. For opportunistic development such as this project,
an equity investor will require a return of at least 15% for the high risk taken by financing
construction. The equity investor will also require the development sponsor to contribute capital
to ensure an alignment of interests in bringing the project to successful completion. Sponsor equity
will be provided by the joint venture between the university and the developer. The university
will provide $1,000,000 of the sponsor equity while the developer will provide the remaining
$874,902.
Preconstruction activity such as due diligence, joint venture syndication fees, entitlements, and
design will cost $6,261,305. The sponsor will provide its equity to fund a portion of the
preconstruction activities while the investor will advance $4,386,403 of its total equity to complete
the financing of preconstruction activities. Once equity is contributed to the project by either the
investor or the sponsor, preferred returns begin accumulating and are compounded until the
preferred returns can be paid from cash flow, refinancing proceeds, or sale proceeds generated by
the project.
Land
Since the university already owns the property, land is considered a source and a use for the project.
The value agreed upon for the land will add to the university’s fair share of the profits generated
by the project, however no actual equity will be contributed as a source. The land is currently
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assessed at a value of $6,966,800 according to Prince George’s County tax records. However,
using the full value of the land as a source will reduce the amount of debt provided for the project
and minimize the effects of positive leverage. The university has agreed to value the land at
approximately 30% of its assessed value, or $2,007,723. This will provide adequate financial
returns to attract equity investors to this opportunistic development.
Debt
The development team will close construction debt just prior to beginning the construction phase
of the project in August of 2019, but will not draw on the construction debt until all project equity
has been used during construction in order to minimize construction interest. It is anticipated that
the development team will begin drawing on the construction loan in January of 2020. Therefore,
it is expected that $2,235,663 of the $56,396,377 total loan proceeds will fund construction
interest. The interest rate used for the construction loan will be LIBOR plus a 3.00% spread to
cover the lender’s risk during construction. LIBOR is currently 0.99%, and has risen 30 basis
points (bps) in the past year. Therefore LIBOR is assumed to be 1.65% at the start of construction
two years from now. The construction loan will be provided by a bank according to the terms
shown in Table 5-2.
Table 5-2: Construction Loan
Proceeds
$56,396,377
LTC
68.3%
Loan Term
2 years
Interested Rate 4.65%
USES
Project uses are distributed to the major use categories according to Table 5-3. A detailed
development budget can be found in the Appendix.
Table 5-3: Uses
Use
Land
Due Diligence Studies
Hard Costs
Soft Costs
Financing Fees
Developer Fees
Syndication Fees
Reserves
Total Uses

Total Cost
$2,007,723
$175,458
$59,068,091
$12,152,687
$4,073,649
$2,475,600
$286,860
$2,333,907
$82,573,976

Cost per SF
$6.49
$0.57
$190.88
$39.27
$13.16
$8.00
$0.93
$7.54
$266.84

% of Total Uses
2.43%
0.21%
71.53%
14.72%
4.93%
3.00%
0.35%
2.83%
100%

The uses shown in the Use Table can be summarized as follows. Each use has a contingency
equal to 5% of the specific cost of that use category.
•

Land: As described in the Sources section of this chapter, land is considered a source and
a use for the project. No actual financial expenditure is required in the amount of the land
value determined as a source since the university already owns the land.
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•

•

•

•
•

•
•

Due Diligence Studies: Due diligence studies include a geotechnical report, site survey,
traffic study, market study, and a Phase 1 and Phase 2 environmental study to prepare the
site for development.
Hard Costs: Hard costs include tangible expenditures such as demolition of existing
buildings and parking lots, environmental remediation, site work, parking garage
construction, above-grade construction, and any owner-furnished amenity items. The
project will be built using post-tensioned concrete which is expected to cost $150 per SF.
The below grade parking garage will be constructed with a structured concrete slab which
is expected to cost $75 per SF, or $29,664 per vehicle.
Soft Costs: Soft costs include fees for design professionals including the architect,
engineers, general contractor, and other members of the design team; permit and inspection
fees; marketing; legal expenses; accounting; taxes; and insurance. Soft costs for design
professionals are assumed to be 5% of the project’s total hard costs less the hard cost
contingency. Soft costs also include leasing commissions and tenant improvement
allowances to lease the retail and office spaces. This is a significant soft cost expense
considering the size of the retail and office uses.
Financing Fees: Financing fees include construction interest, debt issuance costs, and any
lender’s fees.
Developer’s Fee: The developer’s fee is the fee required to complete the project. The
developer uses the fee to pay internal staff members and overhead fees that are required to
run a business. The developer’s fee also includes some amount of profit to ensure the
developer’s business can remain in operation and source new projects.
Syndication Fees: Syndication fees are legal and accounting expenses required to form
and operate partnerships such as the joint venture and the equity partnership.
Reserves: Reserves are usually held by the lender to account for initial operating reserves,
replacement reserves, and interest reserves before the project can pay these expenses from
generating positive cash flow.

The project’s uses are split between the programming types as shown in Table 5-4.
development cost per SF for each use is $245.02 as shown in Table 5-3.
Table 5-4: Development Cost by Programming Type
Residential
Office
Size (SF)
113,400
132,300
Development Cost
$28,053,147
$36,340,461

Retail
63,750
$18,180,368

The

Total
309,450
$82,573,976

The development cost for the 108 apartment units is $259,751 per unit.
PERMANENT LOAN
The construction loan will come due at the end of the two-year construction period. At this time,
the project will need to pay off the construction loan with the proceeds from permanent debt
financing. It is assumed that permanent debt financing will be based on the stabilized Net
Operating Income (NOI) achieved in year 2 of the project’s operation. Permanent financing will
be sized according to the lesser of the proceeds determined from a 1.25 Debt Service Coverage
Ratio (DSC) and a 65% Loan to Value (LTV). The interest rate will be determined by the yield
on a 10-year Treasury note plus a 2.00% spread to account for the lender’s risk. The 10-year
Treasury note yield is currently 2.30% and rising, therefore it is assumed that the yield will be
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3.00% when the construction loan is converted to a permanent loan when the project begins
operation in 2021. Permanent loan debt sizing is shown in Table 5-5:
Table 5-5: Permanent Loan Debt Sizing
Amortization Term
Terms
Interest Rate
Stabilized NOI (Year 2)
DSC
Max Loan Proceeds from
Max Yearly Payment
NOI
Max Proceeds
LTV
Cap Rate
Max Loan Proceeds from
Project Value
Value
Max Proceeds
Permanent Financing
Max Proceeds

30 years
5.00%
$7,205,578
1.25
$5,708,384
$88,613,914
65%
6.00%
$120,092,963
$78,060,426
$78,060,426

Table 5-5 shows that LTV controls the maximum loan proceeds. The $78,060,426 permanent loan
proceeds will be used to pay off the $56,396,377 construction loan. The remainder of the proceeds
will be used to cover negative cash flow in the first year of the property’s operation, satisfy
accumulating preferred returns, and pay the sponsor’s promote.
The cap rate used to size permanent loan proceeds according to a maximum LTV will be selected
according to the cap rate survey shown in Table 5-6. The table shows that a weighted average cap
rate for the project based on the amount of space attributable to each use is 5.63%. For
conservatism, a cap rate of 6.00% will be used to size the permanent loan according to the
building’s value.
Table 5-6: Cap Rates in Washington, D.C. Area
Use
Low Cap Rate High Cap Rate
Residential
4.75%
5.50%
Class-A Office
5.75%
6.75%
Neighborhood
5.00%
6.00%
Retail
High-Street Retail
4.00%
5.00%
Weighted Average
5.13%
6.03%
Source: CBRE H2 2016 Cap Rate Survey

Building Area (SF)
113,400
132,300

Average
5.25%
6.25%

63,750

5.00%

309,450

5.63%

PROJECT PROFORMA
The project proforma consists of income and expense items that ultimately determine the project’s
net cash flow. The proforma assumes that both income and expenses escalate at 2.5% per year,
residential vacancy including concessions is 5.5%, office vacancy including concessions is 10.5%,
and retail vacancy including concessions is 8.5%.
Income
Income is derived from the project’s rental revenue for the 108 residential apartment units, 105,840
net rentable square feet (NRSF) of office space, and 51,000 NRSF of retail space. Tables 5-7
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through 5-10 show the rental income for each programming use of the project escalated to the
rental rate achieved in the project’s first year of operation, 2021.
Table 5-7: Residential Rental Income in 2021
Unit
Size (SF) QTY.
Rent/SF
Studio
1-Bedroom
2-Bedroom
3-Bedroom
Total/Ave.

530
660
950
1,100
839

12
30
54
12
108

Unit Rent

$2.87
$2.70
$3.04
$2.92
$2.91

$1,521
$1,782
$2,888
$3,212
$2,464

Monthly
Income
$18,252
$53,460
$155,952
$38,544
$266,208

Yearly
Income
$219,024
$641,520
$1,871,424
$462,528
$3,194,496

Table 5-8: Other Income for Residential Units in 2021
Other Income
$/Unit
Units/Spaces
Amenity Fee
$55.20
108
Auto Parking Fee
$55.20
91
Bike Parking Fee
$11.04
75
Total

Monthly Income
$5,023
$5,023
$828
$8,832

Yearly Income
$60,278
$60,278
$9,936
$130,492

Table 5-9: Office Income in 2021
Floor
Size (NRSF)
2
15,120
3
15,120
4
15,120
5
15,120
6
15,120
7
15,120
8
15,120
Total
105,840

Rent/SF
$29.25
$29.25
$29.25
$29.25
$31.35
$33.67
$35.88
$30.89

Monthly Income
$36,855
$36,855
$36,855
$36,855
$39,501
$42,424
$45,209
$311,409

Yearly Income
$442,260
$442,260
$442,260
$442,260
$474,012
$509,090
$542,506
$3,736,908

Table 5-10: Retail Income in 2021
Unit
Size
100
18,000
101
9,000
102
5,000
103
5,000
104
2,500
105
2,500
106
2,500
107
2,500
108
2,100
109
1,900
Total/Ave.
51,000

Rent
$35.33
$35.33
$35.33
$35.33
$35.33
$35.33
$35.33
$39.74
$39.74
$39.74
$35.89

Monthly
$52,995
$26,498
$14,721
$14,721
$7,360
$7,360
$7,360
$8,279
$6,954
$6,292
$152,540

Yearly
$635,940
$317,970
$176,650
$176,650
$88,325
$88,325
$88,325
$99,350
$83,454
$75,506
$1,830,480
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Expenses
Table 5-11 shows the operating expenses for each programming use of the project escalated to the
operating expenses expected in the project’s first year of operation, 2021. The property
management fee is 3% of the yearly effective gross income (EGI), and a contingency is included
that is 3% of the total operating costs. Expenses are shown for the residential building and the
office building. Each building’s expenses include that portion of the retail space that is within that
specific building.
Table 5-11: Operating Expenses is 2021
Expense
Management
Fee
Administrative
Tenant
Services
Utilities
Maintenance
Insurance
RE Taxes
Security
General Exp.
Contingency
Total

Total Cost
$303,451

$/GSF
$0.98

Residential
Building
$142,459

Office
Building
$160,991

$/Residential
Unit
$1,030

$51,246
$427,042

$0.17
$1.38

$24,057
$200,480

$27,187
$226,562

$174
$1,450

$427,042
$341,633
$102,490
$966,000
$85,409
$341,633
$91,378
$3,137,320

$1.38
$1.10
$0.33
$3.12
$0.28
$1.10
$0.30
$10.13

$200,480
$160,384
$54,375
$453,500
$40,096
$160,384
$42,898
$1,472,852

$226,562
$181,249
$54,375
$512,500
$45,313
$181,249
$48,479
$1,664,468

$1,450
$1,159
$348
$3,278
$290
$1,159
$310
$10,645

Each residential apartment will be separately metered and expenses will be paid by each tenant.
Office and retail leases will be structured as triple-net leases (NNN) so that office and retail tenants
are responsible for their pro-rata share of operating expenses. Generally, most office and some
retail leases are gross leases where operating expenses are included in the rental rate, and any
overages are reimbursed above operating expenses in the first year, or base year, of the lease. Due
to the unique mixed-use environment created at the project site, the proforma assumes that office
and retail leases at the project will be NNN. Approximately 20% of the project’s gross area is
considered public or common space, therefore the landlord expects to pay 20% of the total
operating expenses while being reimbursed for 80% of the total operating expense.
Net Operating Income
The project’s Net Operating Income (NOI) is determined by subtracting operating expenses from
rental income. Table 5-12 shows the proforma NOI for the first ten years after the project opens
in 2021.
Table 5-12: Net Operating Income
Period
1
2
3
Year
2021 2022 2023
NOI ($
3.67 7.21
7.41
Millions)
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4
2024
7.59

5
2025
7.78

6
2026
7.98

7
2027
8.18
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As the Net Operating Income Table shows, the project is fully stabilized in Year 2 of operation.
Leasing and Capital Costs
Significant leasing costs will be associated with the project due to the office and retail uses. Each
office and retail lease will incur a tenant improvement cost to help offset the costs of constructing
the tenant’s specific space, and a leasing commission to pay the broker for finding the tenant and
negotiating the lease. Tenant improvement costs are paid to the tenant per square foot of leased
space. The office and retail tenant improvement allowances are $27.60 and $38.64 per SF,
respectively, when the project opens in 2021. Leasing commissions are paid as a percentage of
the total lease value and will be 6% of the value of the lease. Office leases are assumed to be 10year leases and retail leases are assumed to be 5-year leases. Tenant improvements and leasing
commissions are paid in full when the lease is signed, and the proforma models these costs as an
initial project use in the soft cost category.
Capital reserves account for the unplanned replacement or repair of items beyond general
maintenance. Expenses such as roof repair, parking garage repairs, and mechanical systems
repairs account for capital reserves. Capital reserves are deducted from income and usually held
in escrow by the lender so that money is available to fund capital reserve costs when they occur.
Capital expenditures are expenses used to replace equipment at the end of its useful life and are
generally planned in advance when budgeting a year’s expenses. The proforma assumes that
capital reserves in the amount of $0.55 per SF are held in escrow by the lender per year beginning
in 2021. This amounts to $170,816 per year. Capital expenditures in the amount of $1,380,000
are planned every 5 years beginning in 2021. The proforma assumes that the cost of capital
expenditures is spread evenly every year.
Debt Service
Amortization of the permanent loan over will occur over the 30-year loan term at a 5.00% interest
rate as stated in Table 5-5. This results in a monthly debt service payment of $419,045 and a total
yearly debt service payment of $5,028,543. Since the permanent loan proceeds are determined
from a 65% LTV, the DSC in the first stabilized year of operation (Year 2) is 1.43.
Cash Flow Before Taxes
Subtracting leasing costs, capital costs, and debt service from NOI yields the property’s net cash
flow from operations before taxes. Table 5-13 shows the net cash flow for the first ten years after
the project opens in 2021. The negative cash flow in Year 1 reflects a reduced NOI that year while
the project is absorbed by the market.
Table 5-13: Cash Flow Before Taxes
Period
1
2
3
4
Year
2021 2022 2023 2024
Cash
-1.81 1.72
1.90 2.08
Flow ($
Millions)
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PROPERTY TAXES
The property is assigned to Tax Class 8 in Prince George’s County and pays a real estate property
tax of $1.486 per $100 of assessed value. Tax Class 8 is the highest tax class, therefore
redevelopment of the property will not cause an increased tax rate. The real estate property tax
rate is composed of a fee due to the state, county, and Maryland National Capital Parks and
Planning Commission (M-NCPPC). The tax rate also includes fees paid for use of public
stormwater management systems, and water, sewer, and trash collection services. The current
assessed value of the property is $10,049,100 which results in a property tax of $149,300. At
completion of the project, it is expected that the assessed value will rise to $120,092,963 based
upon capping the Year 2 NOI at 6.00%. This results in a yearly total real estate property tax of
$1,775,287 which is $5.74 per SF and $6,024 per residential unit. However, most comparable
properties are not paying their taxes on their full assessed value. Therefore, it is assumed that a
Payment In-Lieu of Taxes (PILOT) or a renegotiated tax rate will be acceptable to Prince George’s
County. Hindering development because of excessive tax rates would be counterproductive for
the county’s tax base, therefore the proforma assumes a 2017 property tax of $875,000, $2.83/SF,
and $2,969 per residential unit. These rates will be renegotiated every three years to align with
Maryland’s tax assessment cycle.
EXIT STRATEGY
Since the university owns the land, the university may choose to hold the project for the long-term
to take advantage of the cash flow generated by the project. The university may also choose to
hold the project until a seller’s market is created during any real estate cycle to take advantage of
low cap rates, refinance the project to take advantage of a favorable debt financing environment,
or sell the project at a time in the future when equity is needed to fund a future capital project.
However, the equity partner will most-likely drive the exit strategy so that it may reinvest its initial
equity outlay in a new real estate opportunity and realize a return on its investment. Private equity
funds generally have a 7 to 10 year fund term, therefore it assumed that the project will be sold at
the end of operating year 10 as long as the real estate cycle favors the seller. A favorable seller’s
market usually occurs just before interest rates begin to rise as expansion turns to oversupply.
Sale of the property will be based on the Year 11 NOI of $9,027,680. Since the sale of the property
will occur in a point in the real estate cycle that is similar to or slightly more favorable to the seller
than the current point in the real estate cycle, exit cap rates are expected to be similar to today’s
cap rates shown in Table 5-6. To avoid attributing too much of the property’s value to cap rate
compression, an exit cap rate of 6.25% is used to determine the project’s value at the end of Year
10, or the year 2030. Table 5-14 shows the gross sale price, selling expenses, permanent loan
principal repayment, and disposition proceeds from the sale of the project. Selling expenses are
expected to be 2% of the gross sale price.
Table 5-14: Expected Proceeds from Asset Disposition in 2030
Year 11 NOI
$9,027,680
Exit Cap Rate
6.25%
Gross Sale Price
$144,442,885
Selling Expenses
$2,888,858
Permanent Loan Principal
$63,341,484
Repayment
Net Asset Disposition Proceeds
$78,212,543
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SUMMARY OF RETURNS
The partnership between the joint venture and the equity investor agreed to the equity profit sharing
matrix shown in Table 5-15. The sponsor’s carried interest, or his share of the profits separate and
distinct from his share as an investor, is the sponsor’s reward for a job well done. The equity
investor is providing 85% of the required equity while the sponsor is providing 15%. Both the
equity investor and the sponsor’s share of the profits is diluted in the 2nd and 3rd Tranches in order
to pay the sponsor’s carried interest that was agreed upon in the equity partnership agreement.
Table 5-15: Equity Profit Sharing Matrix
1st Tranche
Equity Investor
85%
Sponsor
15%
Carried Interest
0%
(Promote)
Preferred Return
10%

2nd Tranche
72%
13%
15%

3rd Tranche
60%
10%
30%

15%

0%

A waterfall analysis showing capital contributions, the distribution of cash flow to each tranche,
and the distribution of cash flow to each member of the partnership can be found in the Appendix.
Table 5-16 shows a summary of the returns to the equity investor and sponsor.
Table 5-16: Summary of Returns
Net Cash Flow
Investor
$69,473,570
Sponsor as
$12,098,685
Investor
Sponsor Total
$24,465,000
Pure Promote
$12,366,315

Leveraged IRR
19.50%
19.50%

Equity Multiple
4.12
4.12

30.43%

10.67

For opportunistic development, the equity investor will require a return that is greater than 15%.
This project provides a leveraged IRR of 19.50%, an equity multiple of 4.12, an average cash-oncash ratio of 9.36%, and an average return on cost of 9.68%. Leveraged IRR is a fictitious interest
rate in which the net present value of positive and negative cash flows equal zero. The equity
multiple is the factor by which equity returns exceed equity contributions. Cash-on-cash is the
equivalent to an equity dividend rate, or the ratio of yearly cash flow to the equity invested. Return
on cost is the ratio of NOI to the total development cost. These strong returns will attract equity
investors to the project.
The permanent lender’s return on its investment is equally important otherwise the lender will
provide its capital to another project with stronger returns. The debt yield, the project’s NOI
divided by the total loan proceeds, is 9.97%. This strong return will attract debt providers to the
project as well.
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
Four alternate scenarios have been considered to understand how changes to the development
process described in this feasibility analysis affect the financial bottom line. The development
process described throughout this report is referred to as the Base Case. Financial returns for the
base case and the four alternate scenarios are shown in Table 5-17.
Table 5-17: Sensitivity Analysis
Sensitivity
Base Case
Construction budget exceeded
by 15%
Permanent loan interest rate
20% higher
Rents 15% less
Vacancy 20% higher

Investor
IRR
19.5%
16.4%

Sponsor
IRR
30.4%
21.3%

Cashon-Cash
9.4%
8.2%

Return
on Cost
9.7%
8.5%

Debt
Yield
10.0%
10.0%

18.8%

28.6%

7.2%

8.7%

10.0%

14.4%
18.2%

16.9%
27.2%

7.6%
8.7%

8.2%
9.1%

10.0%
10.0%

Exceeding the construction budget by 15% and receiving rents that are 15% less than the base case
have the greatest impact on IRR. Exceeding the construction budget drives up the total
development cost while receiving rents that are 15% less than the base case reduces the permanent
loan proceeds. Both of these scenarios reduce the imputed equity from refinancing the
construction loan to a permanent loan, while receiving rents that are 15% less than the base case
also reduces the imputed equity from future sale proceeds. IRR considers the cash flow generated
over the entire life of the development project. Therefore, sensitivities that have the greatest
impact on imputed equity will also have the greatest impact on IRR.
Obtaining a permanent loan with an interest rate that is 20% higher than the base case and receiving
rents that are 15% less than the base case have the greatest impact on cash-on-cash. A higher
interest rate results in a higher debt service payment while receiving less rent reduces effective
gross income. Both of these scenarios reduce the yearly distributable cash flow. Cash-on-cash
measures the yearly return on the investor’s initial equity contribution. Therefore, sensitivities
that reduce the yearly distributable cash flow will have the largest impact on cash-on-cash returns.
Despite the lower returns that result from these alternate development scenarios, the investor can
still expect an IRR of approximately 15%, which is the desired IRR for opportunistic developments
such as this project. The investor can also expect an average cash-on-cash of approximately 7.2%,
which is still comparable to other equity investment opportunities such as money markets. From
the lender’s perspective, as alternate development scenarios reduce the yearly NOI, the permanent
loan proceeds reduce accordingly. As long as permanent loan proceeds are based on a 65% LTV,
the debt yield will not change, making this development opportunity an attractive investment for
a permanent lender.
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7.

MARKETING & MANAGEMENT

This chapter describes the marketing effort that will create excitement about and draw users to the
project. This chapter also describes the management plan that will oversee the day to day
operations of the project once construction is completed and the project opens.
MARKETING
The key to marketing Paint Park is emphasizing the exceptionally unique public realm that will
accompany the ground floor retail. The public realm, with its emphasis on the interaction of the
built environment and the natural environment, will attract residential tenants and community
members by providing an experience that cannot be replicated at other residential buildings or
shopping destinations. The key to the Paint Park’s success is to first make people spend their time
at the project. Then they will spend their money.
Marketing of Paint Park will begin with a catch phrase that dares community members to stay
away. That slogan, “Give Paint Park an hour, and it will steal your whole afternoon” entices
community members to visit Paint Park to find out exactly how it will steal their afternoon.
Renderings of the project’s public realm with the project’s catch phrase will hang from the fencing
surrounding the project site and act as the screening that shields the public’s view of construction
activities. Promotional articles touting the project’s amenities will appear on Facebook newsfeeds,
local online publications, and local hard copy publications. The project will create a twitter and
snapchat account documenting construction progress. Advertisements will be placed at local
establishments such as local coffee shops, bike shops, and outdoor adventure stores where the
patrons of those establishments will also be interested in similar amenities that connect the project
to nature. A website will be created for the entire Paint Park site, with individual tabs that direct
users to the residential, office, retail, sustainability, or natural resources portion of the website.
The residential apartment complex is geared toward the millennial population with the project’s
emphasis on social, interactive, and communal living spaces. Marketing of the apartment units
will focus on upper-class and graduate students at the University of Maryland, recent graduates
remaining in the area for work opportunities, and technology and start-up entrepreneurs attracted
to the Discovery District. Advertisements will be provided on menus at local bars and restaurants
where this population is known to spend time. Advertisements will show pictures of the social
and interactive amenities provided at the apartment building, as well as the public realm and retail
spaces, and ask, “Does your apartment have this?” The apartment building will also be placed on
apartment search engines.
Retail advertising will focus on the numerous dining and entertainment options at Paint Park, and
the ability to take advantage of these retail stores in a unique setting. The retail space will also be
programmed to draw users to Paint Park’s public realm. Events such as outdoor paint nights,
interactive art exhibits, picnics, concerts, fitness and yoga classes, and ice skating will take place
during appropriate seasons. Advertising of the retail space and programmed events will take place
on Paint Park’s website, social media outlets such as Instagram, Snapchat, and Facebook, and local
print media. Advertising of the office space will not be a focus of the marketing campaign because
the office space will be leased to the university once the project opens.
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MANAGEMENT
The sponsor will hire an operations manager to provide on-site property management services.
Property management services will include leasing office professionals to interact with prospective
and current tenants; engineering staff to provide maintenance and janitorial services; coordination
with off-site service providers such as landscapers, cable and internet providers, and elevator and
mechanical equipment service staff; and lobby personnel to interact with office and retail tenants.
Property management will also oversee parking garage attendants and security personnel. Property
management services are budgeted as 3% of the yearly effective gross income.
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8.

CONCLUSION

Paint Park provides a unique opportunity to satisfy both the University of Maryland and the
surrounding community’s needs while showing that the natural environment and the built
environment can exist harmoniously in one location. University and community needs were
identified by meeting with university officials and local civic organizations. These meetings
ultimately informed the development of the project as a mixed-use residential, office, and retail
destination. The main attraction at Paint Park is Paint Park itself: the newly created public park
located between the residential and office buildings at the project site. The park, as well as the
residential and office buildings are designed around sustainable initiatives that give the project
LEED Gold status. Financially, Paint Park achieves an equity investor and debt provider’s goals
by obtaining a leveraged IRR of 19.5% and debt yield of 10.0%. Sensitivity analysis shows that
while worst case scenarios may lessen financial returns, Paint Park remains an attractive and
competitive option for equity investment and debt financing.
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9.

APPENDIX
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